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ALIJUQUEHQUE, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY

VOLUME 20
HAS

CHICAGO

CONFEREES

NOW BANK FOR

ON RAILWAY

THE NUMBER OF

UNION LABOR

RATE BILL

on

460

AFFAIRS

FOREST FIRES

EARTHQUAKES

IN

ARE RAVAGING

NOW ARE ALL

FOREIGN FIELD:

THE FASHION

LAKE REGION

Out of Existence

Up Greatly.

Escorted by forty! held In Deriin, several interesting de- eT
oiscussed relating to war
4O0!lHlls
,,nw r ewmea tn at
"
women suffragists, representing or- - modern conditions
of war are
from all parts of the inf, lt more aiu, Bl)re.dffll11,, fnr
country, Interviewed Premier Camp tary surgeons to pursue their duties
at the foreign office connected with first aid. it Is said
today, and presented their claims that that the most efficient medical services rendered during the Manchurlan
women be allowed to vote.
Only eight members of the numer campaign were those performed by
ous deputations were allowed to speak means or field hospitals erected along
and each was limited to five minutes, the line of communication in the
Reports
but in the aggregate of forty minutes rear of the fighting lines.
the premier heard about all there was laid before the congress by various
authorities
were unanimous In deto say in favor of female suffrage. The
speakers demanded Immediate suff- claring that wounds resulting from
shells
were
usually fatal. On the conrage. The premier replied and asked
the visitors to be patient until the clusion of the various Manchurlan actions
it was not uncommon for nn
government should become more unit
ed on the subject, lie said that the doctor to attend to 120 or more cases.
it is stated that 70 per cent of th
cause bad made immense strides in
the last few years. He concluded by soldiers wounded at Mukden had resaying that he believed it will not be covered and again resumed duty ln- many years before the desired change Biue or three months of the action.
shall be broungbt about. The refer inis. of course, was owing to the com
ence to "years" was met by hisses, paratively hygienic effects of tho un
and the deputation left evidently in usually small projectile used by the
great dissatisfaction.
"nine armies, ur. scnaeier. who ob
lameu
considerate experience in
TO TEACH SOLDIERS TO
Manchuria, states that no less than
2,000
CARE FOR THE WOUNDED
wounded were treated in one
London, May 19. The British mili field hospital, and only ten of these
tary authorities are seriously consid required to undergo operaUons.
It
ering the suggestion or instructing the appears to be unanimously agreed by
soldiers of the British army In the medical authorities throughout the
elements of "first aid to the Injured." worm tnat tne system of first aid In
A strong, appeal, based upon th ob struction now imparted to soldiers has
servations during the
Deen responsible for saving nn enor
war, has been made, to bring about mous number of lives.
Formerly
some needed reform in the hospital many or the wounded were quietly
service of the army, and t'be plan has permitted to bleed to denth, when
been warmly supported by many high even an elementary
knowledge of
anatomy and extemporized surgical
medical authorities.
congress appliances would have enabled their
At the recent thirty-fift- h
of the German Assocation of Surgeons, comrades to save them.
London, May

BUT HEPBURN

OF

19.

OFFICIALS members of parliament, nearly

INSURANCE

SOME MOVEMENT

Forty Members of Parliament, Agrarians Grow Restless
Michigan, Wisconsin and Many Villages and Ham
Call on Premier Campbell Bannerman.
in Russia Simplon
Indiana Get Shaken
lets Have Been Wiped
Soldiers Taught First Aid to Injured.
Tunnel Opened.

Out From

IS ONLY ONE NEW

TO

NUMHER 121

Escorted by

President Perkins
Will Probably Be Left

Will Go to Speaker Vice

of the House
Mondav

SUFFRAGISTS

EMALE

EVENING, MAY 19, 1900.

MEXICAN MINISTER IS DEAD POWDER

,,.

MILL

LUMBER IN GREAT AMOUNT

EXPLOSION

render-ganizatlo-

Named With Cashier of Savings Bank Kills
Himself Because Account
Certainty Conductor
Short $10,000.
Barney Pensioned.

Who Can

be

Chicago, May 19. The Common- wealth Trust & Savings bank.
cagos first union labor banking instl- tution, opened its doors today. The
bank is organized under the laws of
wxizona aim nas an auuionzeu caputu
of $2,000,000, divided into shares of
$5 each
1 rila capitalization
nas Deen re
duced to $500,000, half of which has
been subscribed for. l ne managing
officers are practical bankers, and men
me poara is
of long experience,
HEROISM ON PART OF
80ME NAVAL OFFICERS, composed of men who are prominent
Washington. D. C. ' May 19. The in the labor world
navv detwrtment Is in receiDt of fur
ther evidence of the heroic conduct DON'T WANT PERKINS
ANY MORE THEY SAY
of the nersonnel of that branch of
New York, May 19. The Times to
the service when the earthquake and
fire overtook San Francisco. This May says: Reports have become cur
came in the shape of a report from rent on apparently good authority in
the United States naval hospital at financial quarters that George W. Per
Mare i.land, giving the names of kins will not be renominated as trusthree officers who were patients, but tee of the New York Life Insurance
who volunteered for dptly when the company, when the board of that
disaster happened. These officers- company names Its ticket, July 18th
were Engineer R, C. Davis, Lieuten- Perkins, when asked about the mat- ant A. Stokes and Lieutenant F. A. ter, said he did not care to discuss the
Udell, of the marine corps. When nominations before they were made,
the emergency was over these two He declined to comment further on
officers returned to. the hospital".-COUNthe report.

Washington. D. C. Mav 19. The
is expected to be laid on the
desk Mondav. Pending the
appointment of conferees, neither re- publican nor democratic members can
be predicted for appointment. As to
the members of the conference com- mtttee from the house. Chairman Hep- Vinrn u tho nnl nn
who can be
named at this time with any conn- dence

rate bill

T

KILLED HIMSELF OVER
PERETTI ROCCA
SHORTAGE OF $10,000.
LEAVES FOR MEXICO.
Norfolk, Va., May 19.
Irwin
Washington, D. C, May 19. Count
bank
Perettl de La Rocca, who has been Tucker, cashier of the Savings
Knowing that he
the guest of Ambassador Jusserand
here, left for the City of Mexico to
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PENSION ALLOWED HIM ENCAMPMENT OF SPANISH
, Special to Evening Citizen.
AMERICAN WAR OFFICERS
Philudelhpra. Pa., May 19. The na
Washington, D. C, May 19. Repre
and
sentatlve WMlams, by his filibustering tional encampment of the Naval
on Military uraer or me punisn-mer- iavUna tnfnmA the ronferees
can war opened here today. This or
. statehood to make a report, prevented
i
uibuuizhuuh,
ne" two mors New.1 oer, as a nauoum
Andrews from nnss
1
,.
m- l
l
i
Mevlon hilla Hb uM try airaln next com posea oi me coiiuuismuiieu uwiubid
week. Strenuous efforts will be made wno servea in tne unuea oiaies army
to get the conference committee on and navy during tne war wun spain
u
statehood to report to both houses me present commaiiuei
VJOtonei marry A. nail,
ins iireuc
next week
in
ottlce were rresicteni
i,na tnfrnrtnpert a hill to cessors
nx, nntnn nrlsuinera 112 additional for Roosevelt and Admiral Dewey
There was a short business session
each thirty days they were in prison.
vision has allowed mis morning ana anoiner session win
The nension
Cnnrtnctor William H. Barney of Al- - be held this afternoon, lhis evening
linnimrniia rnnn inn nn thn Vac nc inere will ub a uauuui-- ni. iiiu ucm;
Roosevelt
President
Hnp
nf the Santa Ve between
General Chaffee and
nH Wnslow. a nenslon Geeral Miles,
Aihiiniierniio
Aumirai uewey win ub piet.eiii tu
becinn ne October 25. 1905.
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn lell uauquei aiiu rrcaiueiu iiuwt-ici- i
"in
be the principal speaker, commander
Wiishineton for home today.
as
loammasier.
iian win act
The program for tomorrow Includes
DESIGNS ARRANGED FOR
an
trip
down
the Delaware
excursion
JEFFERSON STATUE
Washington, 1). C. May 19. Ar- - river and a dinner at Lsslngton.
rnnirpmenta have at last been made to
.obtain sculptor's designs tor HtLECTRIC LINE MAY
m
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authority of congress, is to be erected
in one of the riublic parks here. The
commission charged with the work
consists of Secretary Root and the
chairmen of the house and senate
committees on public library, and a
report has been made to the house
by Secretary Root that Augustus fat.
Uaudens has been obtained as sculptor
and that as soon as Mr. oauuen
health permits a model will be pre
pared and submitted to congress. The
delay has been due to the death of
Secretary Hay, the former chairman
of the commission. liable will now
be made to have the statue finished.
Authorization by congress for the
expenditure of $100,000 for a Jefferson
statue is the result of long agitation
by the admirers of the Mouticello
was prosage. The apppropriation
vided for in the Sundry Civil Appropriation Act, approved April 28, 1904.
Senators Bacon of Georgia and Daniel
of Virginia especially urged the appropriation. The argument was made
that the government had never given
proper recognition to Jefferson by a
suitable memorial. A statue of Jefferson now stands in the rotunda of
the Capitol, but it was presented to
the government by a private Individual, Commodore Uriah D'Angers, who
bought the Jefferson homestead at
The statue was executed
Mouticello.
by David D'Angers. and is regarded
as a masterpiece. It was placed, at
one time, in the White House grounds,
but was later removed to the Capitol.

GO OUT GOLD AVENUE
PLAN TO DIVERT
LINE
RAILROAD AVENUE AT

STREET
FOR

PROSPECTS

FROM

HILL
GOOD

BUILDING.

Matters pertaining to the building
of an electric line into the Highlands
are progressing nicely. A meeting
will be held this
ait 5
afternoon
o'clock at which time the matter tf
diverting the line from Railroad avenue, at Hill street, to Gold avenue,
thence on out that street to the university, will be considered, and It Is
said that the majority of the promoters favor this plan so that In all
probability if the line Is built this
plan will bo followed cut.
Col. I). K. B. Sellers has received a
Icter from Milton Dow, a prominent
business man of Estancia, enclosing
a signed agreement, contracting to
donate $73 to the subsidy. Mr. Dow
writes very enthusiastically
alout
the projxl.
That Californians are reading The
Kvenlng Citizen is made apparent by
the many Inquiries the University
Heights Improvement company is receiving from California residents, inquiring concerning Albuquerque real
estate, and the promised electric line,
stating they had read the advertisements and write-up- s
in The Kv ning
Citizen.

GONZALES BROTHERS

RED MEN OF BRISTOL. PA.,
PROVE BAD MEN
ARE CELEBRATING.
Hristol. Pa., May 19. The Red Men
of this city and vicinity have turned OFFICERS CAPTURE MAN WHO IS
AIDED
HAVE
THOUGHT TO
out in full numbers to take part In the
anniCONVICT TO MAKE GOOD EScelebration of the thirty-sixt- h
MoCAPE.
versary of the establishment of
hican Tribe, No. 127, I. O. R. M.. in
Deputy Sheriff Montoya returned to
prepthis town. For weeks extensive
tlie city this morning from a five days'
arations have been made fur this trip into the Jemez mountains,
bringevent and lt promises to be one of the ing
him one Uenino Gonzales,
greatest celebrations ever held in this who iswith
charged with aiding; his brothcity. The town began to fill with er, Puperto
(ionzales, convict No. XX'ifi
visitors from the surrounding districts in escaping.
early this morning and large delegaConvict Gonzales escaped from t he
tions of Red .Men came from Philadel- guards
while
the penitentiary
phia. Camden, Atlantic City. Trenton working of
wilh a chain gang on the
cities. The first feature of

and other
the celebration, the grand street par-nof the Red Men. started at 1:U0
o'clock this afternoon and the procession presented a fl"1' appearance.
This evening there will be an open-ai- r
entertainment with vaudeville permusic and other
formances, ad.lre.-ses- .
features.
St. Louis Wool Market.
mar
St. Louis, Mo.. Miy l'.t
ket sieady and unchanged.
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AROUND THE WORLD

STRONG DENIAL

IN TWELVE MONTHS

Of

Correspondent's Story of Retired Tobacconist
His Assault on Thos. N.

Remem-

flinch at Gallup.

bers Albuquerque Because
of Rats Met Here.

GIVES HIS VERSION OF THE AFFAIR

NO COUNTRY LIKE UNITED STATES

.

1

blUTUU

se

WINDERS ENTERS

"Scenic Route" between Santa Ke and
Vegas. He is Known to have Med
-s
to liis home at Cabezon, where he
was furnished means by his brother
with which lo escape to the nearly
mountains.
The newlv captured Gonzales was
placed in the Bernalillo county jail
beside a third brother, Tranquilino
Gonzales, who has been iu jail here
some lime as a Unite I States

To The Evening Citizen.
Gallup, X. M., May 18. I see by
The Evening Citizen of May 17 your
comment on the assault on T. N.
Hindi, but wish to see a few facts
about the case printed in your paper
instead of so much political hot air
and knocking, for which Gallup Is so
noted.
T. N. Hinch assaulted me while on
the si:reet, by words of the worst
kind, and attempted to use a chair,
threatening to do me bodily harm.
Sheriff Coddington did not interfere with the trouble. I was walking
along the street when Coddington
met me.
Mr. Hinch was looking for trouble.
About Jialf an hour aftier the first
trouble, he took his seat on the sidewalk, as before, and again attacked
me by words and thrtats, for whlc'h I
should have locked him up, but walked off and left him.
Mr. Hindi's grievance commenced
when he was fined for selling liquor
to Indians and lie has kept It up
ever since.
Hinch has littn beating up men for
the last twenty years In Gallup.. He
has his reputation up for iaylng his
employes off with a club, ioker or

S. H. Austin, a retired tobacco merchant of Philadelphia, and wife and
daughter, are spending the day at the
Anarauo, resting on their return
home to the Quaker City from a journey around the world.
The Austins left home In June, 1905,
and for eleven months have Journeyed
from west to east, jogging alone with
tourist ease, stopping at all ponts of
interest as they were encountered.
Albuquerque and Santa Fe are the
two places In New Mexico that will
pe graced with a visit from them.
j co, we encountered many coun
tries in going around the world, but
none like America," said Mr. Austin.
"America is the country for me. We
found the tropics too hot, and we
found living bud in most all of the
old countries.
And we had trouble
getting something to eat on landing In
Saa Francisco. They held our boat
in the bay two days after reaching
me uariior, Decause mere were no
accommodations on land for us, and
w hen we did land, the best we
could
get was not very good. I was in Chi
cngo two days after the great Are
there, but I believe the Frisco fire
was more disastrous.
The property
vuiues were niglier In Frisco, but
even at that, I believe that the people who lost in ithe 'Frisco fire could
gun
better afford It than those who lost in
About twelve years ngo a man went the Chicago fire,
to his floor to ask
something to: Then Mr Austin told the reporter
eat, when he, T. N. Hinch, thre-- hot how he visited Albuquerque about
grease into his race. He was found twenty years ago accompanying
guilty lTore a justice of the jeacc, salesman
representing
Iilackwells'
and aiiealel the case. In the mean-- j Durham. tolacco, how he slept In a
time, the man was va'd to leave town,! hotel Inhabited by more rats than
so the case would be dropped.
people, how the long tails crawled up
Mr. Hinch has Ivad too much trou the pitcher in the washbowl in his
ble in Gallup to attempt to publish room and ate the lunch he and his
any such comment as that published man was to have for dinner the next
in your paper of May 17. The whole day
affair is a political scheme, and your
"I'll never forget Albuquerque for
o. rrcspondent has been influenced by those rats," concluded Mr. Austin.
something of his kind. He is a political grafter.
DEMOCRATS OF EDDY COUNTY
Hinch has a year's sentence hangHOLD PRIMARY ELECTIONS
ing over him suspended during good
behavior. He has broken his obligation on the good behavior proposition, Special to The Kvcning Citizen.
and will find that he had better go
Carlsbad, N. M., May 19. Demoeasy.
throughout Kddy coun- crats here
If there are many people "worked ty today and
elections
up rver the unwarranted assault." as at which held their primary
time candidates to be placed
your correspondent states, there are upon
ticket
the democratic
for county
Just ns many who are indignant bevoted up .1 next Novemcause T. N. Hinch was allowed to in- oltices t: be ;eded.
A
spirited
camne'r
come Uiisterous and troublesome on ber,
on for some
paign has Deen
:.i
arpublic
was
not
street, and
the
pas; ar.d there were many can-- I
rested, as many other persons guilty weeks
didates In the field today, most of
would
have been. whom
of the tame offense,
from Texas. As
Kindly have your com spondent yet thehate enrvmtcd
not come in suffhave
returns
t
political
any
farther
situ liis name
iciently to tell who is (lected.
rot he wishes to hand out. Yours
WINHKRS.
truly,
BROTHERHOOD OF ST
P. S. Please put the blame where
ANDREW IN CONVENTION.
it belonts.
May !!. The
Ann Arbor, Midi.,
Biaiy convention ot uie nroineriioou
NORWEGIANS
CELEBRATING
of St. Andrew of this state will open
NORWAY'S INDEPENDENCE. ttbis afternoon at St. Andrew's parish
Calumet, Mich., May 19. Tlie I.eif house in this city, and a large
Society of this city will ccle-- )
of delegates are lieie to attend
brute the anniversary of Norway's In- - the ennvfntion. Tlieie will be a short
dependence with a mass meeting this business session this atteriioon, and In
iiy the evening the debates will attend
evening, with music, au.ire.-se- s
prominent Norwegians and the Muting a devotional service preparatory to
The actual date the corporate communion, which will
of patriotic sonus.
of tlie anniversary was May 1". but be held Sunday inorn -'. administered
the celebration was postponed till to by Dr. John New ton MeCormick,
night because it was more convenient bishop coadjutor of western Michigan,
s. rmon
will be
convention
fur the members of the society. The The
Leif I'riclison Society h is auion'i It s preached on Sunday at St. Andrew s
!"' Faber of St.
member many prominent cit i. ns. church by the H
On Sunday
who will attend the meeting, as well Johns' church,
guests from evening there w ill l e a public meet- as a number tf invi-etng.
the surrounding district'.
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Milwaukee. Wis.. May 19. An even.
lng Wisconsin special from Wausau-ke- e

Crand Rapids, Mich., May 19. Two
supposed earthquake shocks werefelt
In western Michigan at 3:20 o'clock
mis morning, uistrinct shocks are
reported from Holland, Grand Haven,
Webbville and Bangor. The first
shock lasted about six seconds and
tlie eecond one about three seconds.
No serious damage Is reported,
but
residents of Holland rushed from
thMr houses in their night attire. The
shocks were coincident with a now.
der explosion directly across Ijake
Michigan, In Wisconsin.

says: "Wausaukee

EXPLODING

DYNAMITE

RACINE

EXPLODES THE
INTERESTING INCIDENT.
Racine, Wis.? May 19. Two terrific
explosions, which shook buildings
throughout the city, occurred early
today, and hundreds of "persons leaped from their beds, believing that
there had been an earthquake. The
shocks wiere caused by an explosion
at the Rand & La Flln powder mills,
locnited at Pleasant Prairie. The loss
Is about $25,000. Windows in the
houses throughout the building were
broken. One man wa Injured.

WRECKS 25 HOUSES
Cobalt, Ont, May 19. Several tons
of dynamite exploded in the north
western Beet ion of town yesterday,
wrecking twenty-fiv- e
houses
and
throwing the citizens into a panic for
A
the time.
number were more or
less Injured from the flying debris.
but none seriously. The explosion was
caused by a forest fire igniting the
building in which the dynamite was
stored.
TORRENTIAL RAINS RENEW
DISASTERS ON VESUVIUS
Naples, May 19. Torrential
rains
recently have washed ashes and cinders down the slope of Vesuvius and
have flooded the country around the
volcano, carrying away several peas
ant houses and drowning animals.
STREET FAIR OF HOME
PRODUCTS OF OREGON.
Portland, Ore., May 19. A great
"Made In Oregon" Fair, to be held In
the streets of this city, opened hero
today under the auspices of the Oregon Development League, and with
the support of the business men and
citizens in general of this city. Only
articles manufactured In this state
and products raised In Oregon, are
exhibited; and the exhibition Includes
a large number of working displays
and demonstrations of various home
industries. The fair will Inst until
next Saturday, May 26, and la attracting thousands of visitors from all
parts of the state. An elaborate program has been prepared for the week,
including a big street parade, which
will be held next Friday and will be
the climax of fair week.

SETH

SHAKES SOME
WITH THE OTHERS
Sclma, Ala., May 19. Shocks eup- IKwej. to be an earthquake, occurred
in Myrtlewood early today. The tre
mor lasted a.b.C'tit half a minute and
awoke he residents of the town. No
damage 'was done.
ALABAMA

FINAL REHEARSAL FOR
THE BACH CONCERT.
Montclalr. N, ,L. - May. - 19.-T- hI
evening the final rehearsal of the sec
ond Ruch Festival concert, given by
the Bach Choir of this city, will be
Congregational
held In the First
church. The festival will take place
tomorrow afternoon at the same place.
The concert tomorrow, as well as the
final rehearsal this evening, will be
under the direction of Frank Taft, who
planned the first festival, last year,
and conducted the rehearsals and the
concert. Besides the Bach Choir, a
number of prominent soloists will take
part in the festival, also an orchestra
pieces and a quartette
of twenty-fou- r
of trombones, selected from the Phil
harmonic Society of New York.

POMEROY

CHAPTER

One of Massachusetts' Revolutionary Heroes
Honored on Two Hundredth Anniversary
of His Birth by Sons of the Revolution,
Northampton, Mass., May 19. Seth
Chapter, of the Sons of the
American Revolution is celebrating
today the two hundredth anniversary
of the birthday of the Revolutionary
hero after w hom tho chapter Is
Tills was the second observ-e- d
by tho chapter of tho birthdays
of men of national fame who were
Tlie first
citizens of Northampton.
was in the form of a pre- sentation to the high school, with
apropriate ceremonies, of a portrait of
Caleb Strong, whoso birth-- j
day anniversary came soon after the
of the chapter. General
Seth Pomeroy was the first of an emi-- ;
nent trio from Northampton who fol- each other closely as large llg- ures upon Hie stage of public action,
ami were, in part, contemporaries
Caleb Strong was the third, and his
marriage to Sarah Hooker, daughter
of the Northampton minister, took
place the year General Pomeroy died,
That was in 1777, when'Calcb Strongyears old. The middle memwas
her of tiiis illustrious trio was Major,
General Pomeroy
Joseph llawley.
together in war, were together
in lite service of the state as mem- of the committee of correspond- and the Provisional Congress,
and were two of the three members of
the committee which presented the
of the town in th5 final hearing
the profound religious controversy resulted in the dismissal of Jonof
athan Kdwards from the pastorate
church at Northampton In 17a0.
5
years
Iu that vear Caleb Strong was
anil when lie became a young man
he studied law in the office of Major
lev. Making bis start under the
wise liiiec' ion of that great leader,
Caleb S'ron:. a u member of the
I'nited
Congress. as
Continental
States senator, and as Governorcar-offor eleven years,
rled'the fame of Northampton well in- to the ear! pin t ot but century, dying
ig 1 S 19.
The fir.-- t ancestor of General

i

Pomeroy In Northampton was Medad
Pomeroy, a blacksmith, who was high
the esteem of the people, and was
elected to many public oltices. The
record of tne eary years of (;enerai
Pomeroy, who was born In 170H, is
meager, but he appears ta have follow-namethe ancestral occupation of black-anct- -'
smithing. Ho had some prominence
ln town affairs before he entered upon
his military career, but tho more
plete record of his personal history
begins with the year 1743, when he
was 37 years olfj, and was named
tain of tho Hampshire troops by a
committee of three, who had been
pointed by the governor to suggest the
names of olllcers for a Hampshire
county company to be raised for
vice in King George's French and Indian wars. This committee must have
been one of rare competence, for it
chose for the county's military leader
a man of essentially military quality,
from whom the mother country was to
receive distinguished
service, and
wosh name was to stand high in the
first records of tlie new nation,
General Pomeroy's military record
la a matter of history. Pomreoy
vaticed to tho rank of ma.' r before
the famous expedition against luis-lier- s
burg in 1747, and became colonel
ing tho fourth Frenc h and In Iian war.
When tho Revolution broke out lt
found Pomeroy on the side of the Rev-cas- e
olutlonlsts, who in 177") madi- - Potue-o- f
roy the commander of the .Massachu-tha- t
setts troops with the rank of general,
He took part In many important bat-th- e
ties and fought with bravery in the?
Battle of Hunker Hill. After that
tie Pomeroy was offered by General
Washington the rank of brigadier
eral, but was compelled by
to refuse. Two years later hu was
persuaded by General 'Washington to
the service, but was unable
to withstand tlie hardships of
paign life, and died of pleurisy at
Pcckskill, N. V., February 17, 1777.
wnere a
ins nouy lies at
monument In bis honor was erected a
or

ser-low- cd

ad-we- re

dui-eti-

er

lew

yean

ago.

south."
A special from Escanaba savs that
fires in northern Michigan have almost swept an area of loo miles; 6,000
people are homeless, It is estimated.
up to the present the situation mar
be epitomized as follows:
Ralph, a town of 100, almost wiped
out; Alfred, population 200, every
house and many huge plies of logs
burned; Alvoie, population 400. all
boarding houses and many huge piles
of logs burned; Quinelses, 100 peo
ple, destroyed; Cornell, all but one
store burned, 300 people homeless.
Northland, mill and six houses burn
ed, many of the 600 population are?
homeless; Antone, houses and one
lumber milt burned, and all but a few
of the 700 Inhabitants are homeless;
reith, scores of homesteaders in that
section are homeless.
TRAIN

TO DULUTH

WAS

CANCELLED LAST NIGHT
Detroit, May 19. Forest Sres in the
hn Tin
tinner nentnanla
luth, South Shore & Atlantic railroad
to cancel its Duluth train last night.
The loss by fire is broadly estimated

at

$1,000,000.

VERY BAD ACCOUNT COMES
FROM MARQUETTE SECTION
Marquette, Mich., May 19. Forest

fires in this district have done many
thousands of dollars worth of damage, and last night they wre ttill
burning fiercely. Some farmers In
Choctay township have been U'rned
out, losing everything, and to the
north of the city numerous villages
have been destroyed by fire. Man'
miles of timber lands have been swept
bare.
.,
t .
A stretch of territory over 250 miles
In length, reaching from Newberry on
the east to Bessemer on the west, and
north and south between the shore
line of Lake Superior and the southern boundary of the upper peninsula,
is dotted with forest fires.
It is Impossible to estimate the financial loss, but figuring on the basis
of local conditions probably $100,000
worth of property has been destroyed.
The town of Qulnnesec and several
hamlets in the Menominee iron range
are reported wiped out. Northwest
of Marquette the town of Birch, where
the Northern Lumber company has
fully $500,000 worth of property, is
threatened with destruction.
Unless
rain falls and that at once, much mora
havoc will be wrought, as the woods
are very dry.
BRILLIANT WEDDING IN
THE GREAT METROPOLIS.
New York, May 19. Miss Elizabeth
Duvis, niece of
Henry G.
Davis, and a sister of Mrs. Fairfax
S. Landstreet, and John K. Berry will,
be married, this afternoon,
at St.
Thomas Episcopal church. Miss Kath- -'
erine Klklns, of Washington, a cousin
of the bride, will be maid of honor.
The bridesmaids will be the Misses
Pauline Morton, Katherlne Perry of
Nashville, Tenn., a sister of the bridegroom, Mary Wheeler, Lucy Young
and Kathleen Sheridan of Baltimore.
William T. Berry, the bridegroom's
brother, will be the best man. The
ushers will be as follows: J. Foster
Symes, Alfred L. Curtis, T. B. Davis.
J. McLean Walton, J. B. Davis and
Phil C. Peck. Miss Davis, who is an
orphan, is a daughter of the late W. R.
Davis, and has been making her home
with her sister, Mrs. Landstreet, on
Madison avenue.
A

CELERRATES TODAY

Pomeroy

is hemmed In

by forest fires which are slowly creeping up to the city from both north and

INAUGURATED AT LAST
Domodossola, Italy, May 19. The
Simplon tunnel, twelve miles long,
was
inaugurated
today by King
Emanuel. The tunnel was seven years
In building and cost nearly $15,000,000. INDIANA ALSO GETS
A SLIGHT SHOCK
MEXICAN MINISTER DIES
Michigan City, Ind., May 19. A
IN CHINA FROM INJURIES
of residenU felt what was be
Pekln, May 19. Col. Lanilra, Mexi- number
lieved to be an earthquake early tocan minister to China, who was In- day.
Buildings shivered and windows
jured during a recent typhoon, Is dead.
rattled for two or three seconds.

'

rr

All-Alab-

Saratoff, May 19. The peasants
throughout this province are greatly
excited and seem to be organizing a
general agrarian movement. Iu the
district of AUakarsk several
landlords have been burned out, and Cossacks have been dispatched to restore
order.
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good from his life insurance.
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Russo-Japane-

Pekin Dynamite Does Explains It
Said Has Been Destroyed and Miles
Damage in OntarioTorrof Timber Lands Have
to Have Felt a Small
ential Rains on Vesuvius:
Been Denuded.
Tremblor.
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COURT

NAMES

JURY COMMISSIONERS
HEARING
OF
IN TREASURER'S
PROCEEDINGS
OFFICE CASE SET FOR MAY 28.

Jude

Abbott closed the spring term
district court this
morning and forthwith appointed jury
commissioners for the ensuing term
as follows, A. J. Maloy, Herman
Blueher and Jacobo Yrlssarl.
The hearing of the . quo-wa- n
auto
proceedings in the Bernalillo county
treasurer's office case was set for
of Bernalillo county

Monday, May 28,
Suit was Hied yesterday to recover
property in Sandoval county for taxes
In lS'Jit.
A peculiar and puzzling;

phase of tlie case is the fact that the
property was a part of Bernalillo
county when sold and the tax receipts were glveti by the treasurer of
Bernalillo county, but as a result of a
division in the county since the date
mentioned, the property is now a part
of Sandoval county.
JUDGE

PARKER-AN-

WOLFORD

ATTORMY
AT SOCORRO

Special to The levelling Citizen.
Socorro, N. M., May 19. Judge F.
W. Parker
and District Attorney
Wolford, recently appointed by Governor ll.igennan
to succeed Klfego
ll.o a. ate In Jhe city today drawing
the jurors. Both t these court officials are xpular iu this judicial district, and Mr. Wolford will no doubt
prove a very acceptable and efficient
prosecutor.

'

'
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Tho cause of the failure, the lack
Bernard 8. Rodey,
vance. Permanent position to right
AW.
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iirerest ana internal dissention, was "Ah, Rantington, I have been look
man.
H.
Co.,
Jess.
Detroit,
Smith
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
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League.
National
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arranging
ing
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Mich.
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for
business pertaining to the profession
thirteen t'irectors responded to the
At St. Louis
R. H. E. OPPORTUNITY OF A
LIFE TIME to Will practice in all courts of the terricall. These four were President J. M. for Shriner, to be given at the Metro St. Louis
2 10 4
politan
and
Opera
House
next
week,
r
Kraka-ueone man in each city with reference tory and befoie the United State
Wyatt. Felix Martinez, Julius
7 13
Brooklyn
2
and few hundred dollars (experi- land office.
and J. A. Smith. Two reports of wish you to appear In the bill."
Batteries Egan, Hoelsketter
and
"What's the matter with Shiner?
enced salesman preferred). New and
committees were presented, from the
Ira M. Bona.
Rit-te- r.
Raub;
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and
Sick?"
unique business proposition that ap.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWphysicians and druggists and insur32 F street
"Married."
"No.
peals to every man, thus making N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
ce men. These, together with the
Chicago
H.
At
R.
E.
htm a customer Instantly. Sherman lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
report handed in previously, indicated
"Pa, what's a paradox?"
Chicago
14 11 1
Co., 15 Dover street, New York.
that of the $75,000 necessary to put
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
"A paradox, Willie. Let me illus- - Philadelphia
4
9
5
the project through, only alout $25,000 trate:
Now, there's your grand- R. W. D. Bryan.
Kllng;
Batteries
Brown,
Beebe
and
FOR RENT.
had been subscribed. In view of this father's cousin, William. You know Lush, Nichols, McCloskey, Dooln and
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW- .
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disastrous failure nothing remained him?"
One
FOR
light
RENT
room
que,
for
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Crist.
housekeeping.
but to let the project drop. An as616
nve.
Coal
West
Bank building.
"Yes."
At Pittsburg
R. H. E.
sessment will be levied upon the diRENT Furnisaed
room for
"Well, he Is a distant relnfive of Pittsburg
7 14 1 FOR
E. W. Dobson.
rectors to pay the initial cost caused yours,
light
housekeeping.
413
.
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yet he is the closest of all I New York
6 9 0
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14 21 1
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No. 30t Railroad
three room flat, with piano, ready
dlscuselon lasting an hour the meeting souk
i't.gui Creek correspv.i.lei.t e. Boston
1 5 5
for housekeeping; cheap for sum- hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
was adjourned sine die.
New I'lul ideipbia (O.; Duoiocra:.
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R. H.E.
At New York
THIEF ESCAPED FROM JAIL
CK. W. G. SHADRACH,
309 East Gold avenue.
4 10 7
AND IS STILL AT LARGE. City (Tena.) Star.
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the northeast quarter of section 26,
,t..l2
'(... i,wwric,
,,
City, and be and the other stockhold- plans and in the public prints?
I HIT
lVt( Kill
township 7 north, range 6 west.
and cattle business; also gristmill. easy, natural movements, cures coners advertise that their combined
Aim nave not me many in the pur
names the following witnesses
some energetic stipation IXian's Regulets. Ask your
Good hargaln for
wealth Is more than $1,0imi,hmi.
suit of sport taken olT the haJ be- to Heprove
man with from $6,000 to $8,000 to druggist for them; 25 cents a lox.
his continuous residence
rdsburg Liberal.
fore it?
land,
upon
Invest,
call at The Citizen office
For lie Is the slab man of the ball v!z.: and cultivation of said
f r particulars.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No. team; he i itcheth
A Wisconsin town Is bragging of
and curveth the
Kenneth C. C. Gunn, E. B. Millett. FOR SALE Stock and timber ranch; a hen that lays yolkless egss. But
209 West Railroad avenue, Is pre ball.
And lie hat'i prom!sid to win
pared to give thorough scalp treat the ga:iie of his life.
oive 11. Pradt and John S. Pradt,
about 7i) acres fenced; 30 head of then, some people are bragging on the
Ui 'una. New Mexico.
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
cattle, 3 horse.-;-; wagons, tools and rate bill.
And It is the springtime, the bright all nf
MANL'EL R. OTERO,
bunions and ingrowing nails. She and glad springtime.
Two
fanning Implements.
Register.
gives massage treatment and manicurhouses, barn, and large corral. Only
Behold, and thTe walketh upon the
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation hit'bway
railroad. Adjoining
the great man.
Postmaster Robbed. River-ton- , 'wo milts from
of complexion cream builds up the
Plenty ol
reservation.
And none tunieth and non-- Iooketh
and CURE! the LUNC8
at
G.'
W.
Fonts,
xstmaster
skin and Improve the complexion, upcm lilrn.
uii'i-rPrice, $1,500. Easy terms.
la., nearly Inst his life and was
1b
guaranteed not to be injurireal
and
V
estate
dealers,
&
Co..
Ami he sneiketh down t'.ie back robbed of all comfort, according
to
WITH
u1,1 avenue.
ous. She also prepares a hair tonic sin t and the alley.
West
ivqhiL
'l.Vr 20 vears
.h
that cures and prevents dandruff and And Ilia heart Is heavy and full of I hadt..tt..r
i'
..! ii painful burn there is ik.:1ichronic liver complaint, which
'nalr falling out; restores life to dead woe, lor tho multitude that bath both-er- b d
to such a severe case or jaunuice '.!!..
lie Witt's Wi'ch Hazel Salve.
balr; removes moles, warts and suyelsp
to
T'M
ak hath cried that was that even my finger nulls turned
a:v a .'"St of imitations if De
perfluous hair. Also a face powder,
void . f understanding; yea. and hath low; w hen in y doctor prescribed ElecWitch Hazel Salve on the mar-- .
Pries
freckle cure and pimple cure and pile compared him
the creatures of the tric Bit'crs; which cured mo and k.
that you set the fi' nuine.
50c$1.00
cure. All of these preparations are sea. even to the lobster.
years." A 'I; fi.r DeW'itt's. Good, too. forsun- eleven
well
me
'kept
have
for
Trial.
Free
imrely vegetable compounds. Have
For he is the pitcher of tH ball sure ure for Biliousness, Neuralgia, Iimti. :iis, bruises, an.l especially
Just addtd a vihra-tomachine for team.
Sureut una L.i.c.:st Uuro lor tUl
Weakness mid all Stomach, Liver, !'' iMiiendod f'T piles. The name
treatment of scalp, face and cure of And it is :hi fall, the bro- n and Kldnev
THROAT an. I LUNO TROUBand Bladdor derangements. A E. V. IvWUt & Co., Chicago, is on
wrinkles. It is also used for rneunia-tibui- , mellow fall.
LES, or MONri BACK.
wonderful tonic. At all drug stores. e. r lux Sold by J. H. O Kielly &
pains and massage.
wm
And ho hath not made good.
Co.
m iMHssnmiMwii
50 cents.
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With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.
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noIair thlTyear

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
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OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
J. JOHNSON, AssL Cashier; Wm, Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
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$250 ,000.0

Railway Company

IS WELCOME

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer In return for same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant. We take every precaution
to
guard the Interests or our depositors. Our hanft is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
to its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of Its officers.
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ABSOLUTE CLEANLINESS
i

Is a feature that Immediately recopen
ommends modern,
sanitary
(dumbing and its accessories to all
believers in household ihygiene.
A
bath room, can be kepi clean and
sweet as your dining room. But all
good systems can le made bad by Inferior workmanship. So to make assurance doubly sure, wee to it that
''ur plumbing contracts are giw-- to
the Standard Plumolng & Heating Co.
We carry the finest line of gardep
hoee in the city.

L

Standard Heating & Plumbing;
Auto phone, 671.
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PAIN- T- BUILDING PAPER
Always In"
Covers more, looks best, wears
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Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, Etc.
measure.
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HAGUE MEETING
Generally

Observed

in

Present Prices of Lots

Massachusetts, New
York and Ohio
BY

THE

PUBLIC

in

University Heigh ts

SCHOOLS

Pupils Love of
Country, Humanity and
Universal Benevolence.

To Teach

Then Look at Them Again in

Boston, Mass., May 19. The anniversary of the open ni? of the Bret
Peace Conference of The Hague
which took place on May 18,
1S9!, was duly selebrated In all the
public schools of this state yesterday.
The exercises consisted mainly In addresses by some of the teachers, giving a hlsitorical review of the events
which led to the first Peace conference, a brief aco.'iunt of the transactions of the conference and an explanation, and comments on the
results which sprang from
that session of The Hague Tribunal.
In 1U circular, suggesting the observance of the day in the public
schools of Massachusetts, the state
board of education says that a statute
wihleh has made the school laws of
Massachusetts famous Xcr more than
a century, impose upon all instructors of youth to use their best endeavors to instill into the minds of
the children and youth committed to
their care the principles of "love of
country, humanity and universal benevolence." It has lecome a general
practice in ithe schocls to stimulate
the love of country by special
cises in connection with the public
holidays, February 22, April 19 and
May 30. A favorable opportunity to
cultivate the other two virtues,
'humanity
and universal benevolence," is now afforded in the setting
apart of May IS, in commemoration
of the cpening of The Hague Tribunal.
I

Tri-tuna-

IX MO MTMS

wide-reachin- g

8
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NEW YORK FASHION

An extremely dressy Princess gown
was of line gray etamine. It was shir-re- d
at the waist, and the sleeves,
which were decorated with insertions
and ruffles of fine lace. The skirt
had a section of
embroidery
and four Insertions of the lace, on
above the other. It was lengthened
by a circular ruffle and edging to
match the set-i- n section. Tho model
was made of a slip of the finest china
silk. Tho upper part of the full bod-Ic- e
had a three pointed yoke of the
lace, finished with the ruffles, and full
gathered Bleeves were finished with a
shirred cuff edgefl wMh a lace ruffle.
A pretty little toque made entirely of
flowers, with the osprey at the left
side, was worn.
In bats, the sailor seems to be the
most popular shape, either in rough
straw or of covered shapes. A number of the dressier hats were of crin,
and next to the sailor, the close fitting
hat, turned and twisted to suit the
wearer's face, trimmed with peacock
feathers, ospreys, quills and short
tips, were apparently very popular.
A loose coat, which would be very
useful for summer evenings, to throw
over a light dress or for driving, was
shown In a light gray brbadcloth,
stitched with sewing silk a shade

LETTER1

TRESSES PILED MOUNTAIN HIGH

all-ov- er

New York, May 19. Some elegant
and a black crint hat trimmed with
THE BARRED MOHAIR
costumes were worn at the parade of
black and white plumes was a comthe New York Coach Club, held in
bination worn by Mrs. Iewls Iselin.
Apple green taffeta was used for a
Central Park the first Saturday of
e
gown having a
this month. Great preparations had
tucked skirt.
been made for the day and not only
In which the tucks were laid in groups
was it an exhibition of smart turnouts,
about the hips to a little above the
horses and fine appointments; but the
knees, from which point it was lengthgowns, hats and wraps had all been
ened by a tucked flounce, headed with
especially made for this occasion.
, a lace banding, which also decorated
As the guests mounted the drags
the flounce In a group of three rows.
after a luncheon at the Metropolitan
The bodice was full, with tucks ex- Club Annex, good full length views
tending from the shoulders to the
w.ere caught from a nearby window
bust line, and had a pointed lace yoke
of these beautiful creations, many of
of beautiful lace, while the sleeves had
which might be copied very easily,
their fullness disposed of in tucks
'
SCHOOLS CELEBRATE THE
even if less expensive materials muBt
to form a cuff to the wrist. A green
HAGUE PEACE CONFERENCE. be used, for fine coloring will often
velvet wrap was donned after enter- ing the carriage, and boa of mignon
Cincinnati, O., May 19. The anni- give as good an effect if handled with
versary of the opening of the first deftness.
ette geen tulle, and a large white hat
The colors most in evidence were
of straw trimmed with green chllfon
Peace Conference at The Hague, in
1899, was celebrated in the public gray, white rose and blue, with chifand foliage, completed one of the most
elogeant costumes seen at the parade.
.schools
of the state yesterday fon cloth, voile and foulard leading in
A coat suit of gray and white foulTeachers 1elivered addressed dealing materials, and the Etons and Pony
ard, combined with white chiffon and
with the first Peace Conference and jackets most prominent in styles, tho'
Its results, as well as the general aim a few Redington coats in a new cut
lace, made one of the most striking
dresses seen. The skirt was a four-gor.and the probable future ct the univer were to be seen.
Mrs. Alfred G. Vanderbilt wore a
sal peace movement. Many patriotic
model with an Inverted plait
in the front and back, and around the
.societies held meetings last even gown of white chiffon cloth, with ining for the purpose of observing the sets of Irish lace. The skirt was full
hem were four rows of stitching.
g
Th ecoat was of a
anniversary.
and gathered at the waist line to a
cut
depth of about four inches, th elower
with a military outline, ornamented
CELEBRATING THE HAGUE
edge had a row of large circular insets
with silver buttons, stitched collars
PEACE CONFERENCE above which was a group of three
and cuffs having insets of lace. The
blouse worn with this costume was of
New York, May 19. As usual, the, tucks, then a second row of Insets,
gray chiffon.
womena jjeace circle, wpicn is' an and second row of tucks. The waist
Another dress made of foulard In a
auxiliary of the Universal Peace So was a full blouse, with a lace yoke
deep shade of blue was constructed
ciety in this country, observed the outlined with a bertha of insets and
anniversary of the opening of The standing collar, the sleeves were full As the days grow longer and warm- - by an Eton model. The skirt, I should
d
type, with
Hague Peace conference in 1899, by puffs to the elbows, below which were er mohair grows In feminine popular- - say, was of the
holding a meeting shortly after noon. deep inset cuffs finished with a fall ity. This is particularly true of the inverted plaits in the front, back and
sides, Btitched down for about live
lace. Over this was worn an Em barred fabric.
It lasted all afternoon and tho ex- of
A very smart street costume Is of! Inches below th ewalst. Each of the
ercises consisted of addresses by a pire cloak of blue cloth decorated with
number of prominent speakers and sev- white embroidery, while the hat was this material, white being the ground broad panels formed by the plaits had
eral musical selections. Delegations of black straw and white ostrich tins, in nrk of the pnn.lu thv han limine a decoration conslstitiir of three, me
Mrs. William Jay wore a black developed with bold lines of green dalllon insets arranged in a triangle
from nearly all eastern colleges and
universities were in attendance at the crepe de cnine, tne suirt oi wnicn naa and blue. The skirt is a many gored ana tne same trimming was used up
a double box plait down the front and one, Just escaping the ground for on the fronts of the Eton, which was
anniversary celebration.
side plaits over the hips to the depth street wear, while the coat is a hand- fancifully cut and edged with a tiny
NEW PLAN OF CHURCH
of twelve inches, and around the bot- some English cut, almost covering the frilling of white chiffon. The puffed
CHOIR ORGANIZATION. tom and up the sides of the box plait petticoat In its length.
sleeves decorated with tucks ended In
Ngw York. May 19. To remedy the was a beautifully embroidered design.
It is tigh: fitting in the back and a cuff edged with the chiffon. Long
defects of tho amateur church choir The coat was a loose affair having boxed in front
white gloves were worn and an emis the purpose of the splendid Calvary an embroidered vest and side pieces
The Jaui-that to be worn with broidered chiffon blouse, while the
choir, just organized at Calvary Bap- and shawl collar; the sleeves were in this suit is a round, blue Neapolitan ''at was of blue crln in sailor shape
tist church, under the leadership of the ever popular elbow length, with straw, trimmed with folds of blue pleaslnglj trimmed with quills and a
Edward Morris Bowman. This choir embroidered cuffs. The hat was large panne velvet. A huge bunch of pea- - chiffon scarf, and pink roses covered
has been organized in four sections, and of black crln trimmed with black Cock feathers in the natural colors, th ebandeau.
on a mollification of the plan adopted tulle and ospreys. The gloves were are tucked In the knot of velvet.
A" effective gown was worn by one
in King Solomon's Temple. These long black lace, and around her neck
cf the youthful guests, built of black
dots of a darker shade, was used for veil, over green checked silk, which
divisions are known as choristers. was a black tulle neck ruche.
Juniors, seniors and soloists.
Another very pretty costume was a very simply constructed gown. The from the knees down was covered
One object of the arrangement ii of blue crepe and white lace, topped skirt was tucked to fit the figure to with seven flounces of embroidered
to permit each division to have an with a hat of white straw decorated th knees, where a flounce was laid voile. The bodice was full with a
off duty Sunday In each month. An- wit ha heavy wreath of deep red roses, on under a group of three tucks or black lace yoke and plastron front of
model, nun's folds, and finished at the bottom tho embroidered voile. In this cos- other advantage claimed Is the great- The skirt was a nine-gore- d
er interest projected into contests fastened on the side, and around the with another group of three tucks, tume tho sleeves were long and full
among the divisions.
Tho grading, bottom and up the left side of the The waist was full and laid in tucks ovor the checked silk and a green
too, is intended to stimulate strife for rront fore where it was fastened was having a standing collar and plastron girdle encircled the gown. A becom-fropromotion for excellence. The choir a banding in Persian design.
of Irish lace, which was also; ing round sailor having a crown of
The
will aim not only to kad the musical wlast as far as seen, under the ele- used for the cuffs to the moderately Creen leaves and brim of black chifa
give
gant
to
wrap of black brocade, appear- large sleeves of tucks and lace. A fon plaited loosely and gathered In
services of the church, but
musical education to its members. ed to be a surplice with lace yoke out cruslied girdle of. gray silk with a rosettes under the foliage was fur- a
The choir's equipment includes
lined with Persian trimming, which beautiful buckle completed the cos- - thor trimmed with black and green
large organ, a comidlous chapel, with was also used for cuffs of the short tume.
peacock feathers, while black velvet
China blue, voile, combined with bows rested on the hair beneath the
numerous side rooms, and supplied sleeves.
Organ
with the Cauldwell Memorial
Pale gray chiffon cloth, with polka white lace, neck ruche of black tulle, brim.
and a grand piano for rehearsals,
musicals and social gatherings, and
a well stocked library of choir music.
one-piec-
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A DRESS HAT

seml-flttin-

IP

five-gore-

In the most delicate f .pastel tones
Is a hat for dress occasions. The hat
is round in form, the crown belni; low
and of ihorse hair, while tho curtain

j

brim is given the correct frilly effect by mohair being used. Oyster
white is the color of the hat, the
trimmings being delicate rose and
lavender.
On the left side of the crown Is a
graceful group of IYInce of Wales
feathers of the two colors. These rise
from a small bunch of roses of the
dual tones, while under the raised
brim the flowers again appear.

'

j
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PRINCESS' WEDDING OUTFIT FILLS TWO BOXCARS

BELL AGAINST
MILITARY FAVORITISM.
Washington. I). C, May 19. Gen- GORGEOUS
eral J. F. Hell, chief of staff of the
FONSO'S
CEN.

TROUSSEAU FOR
QUEEN
OVER
DRESSES, 400 .LINGERIE
TICLES AND FOUR DOZENS
NIGHT DRESSES.

United States army, believes tint officers assigned to duty should be selected for their fitness for tho position, and that it should not be entirely a ma'tcr of Individual des'res r
family reasons. A recent case which
lias appealed strongly to General
l'.oll, is that of an officer who expressed a desire for a detail to tint y
at a certain college. It Is quite evident he had approached the college
authorities on the subject, and obtained from then a request for his
services, loiter, be informed the War
Department, in reply to an inquiry,
that he would like t go to the college town, because he once lived
there, and he and his wife would enjoy the social life, while he would le
able to study foreign languages.

40
AR-

OF

'

j

freight cars. There are over 4'J
dresses, 4'itl lingerie articles, innumerable bats and a great quantity of
household linen, this latter being an
essential part of the wedding finery
of all Spanish brides, whether rich or

-

d

cambric, and the princesses' crown
and monogram embroidered on each
article, blue and pink ribbons only
being ust-- to trim them. No less
t ban five do.t ns of each urtide and
f our dozen night dresses are provided,
I,.eside a number of dressing gowns
in,) negligees and silk petticoats.
Nearly all the dresses are made in
tl le Princes style, which is particu- la rly becoming to her royal highness,
tl ,e Kmpire
except as regards a few
of the lea gowns being conspicuous
tiy us absence.
lie pretty youtlilul
by a
fashion of defining the waist
series of gathers and gauging has;
Deen adopted In numbers or Instances.
of the sleeves are short and
purled, i,ut in tne case of the yacht- ing costumes, morning shirts and some
of the sinniler blouses, full letiirth

CROWN

AND MONOGRAM ON
"

1

ence. Some white spotted muslins
for warm weather are ma le independ- er.tly of tlie lining, and are provided
wH htwo or three different colored
fnnrlatioiM with ribbon bivtelles to
match.
Several gowns are repeated in d.f- ferent coionns. A pain blue dinner
dress of Ninon .- 1- sole has a turned
of
down tabbed cmlar consisting
gauze ribi.on si t
several lines of k
between lines o hue.
It U n.ade Princes.-- , and cat here
in at the wai-- t by means of pau'Miitc,
in s,"'t foi 's lo
the
thence i.iliii:
ground, and adorned with Vandykes
,:re-s
I
;n
s ill
'.s
of wee. this
white miisMn
I

Mt

I

rje

!

& Co.

Sir Wilfred Laurler Is advocating a
senate for Canada like this country's.
This seems foolish, unless you know
that the Canadian senators are chosen
for life.

Jit"
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DAINTY

OV!BRO!DRIES
CLEANSED
Vf..)3-- T

l X'Br

WITH

?5,

season.

The Pony jacket stlil holds its own
although so many are wearing it, and
it is so easily copied by the "ready-'to-weatailors. One of these little
coats was constructed in a soft bilk,
trimmed in a fancy Persian braid,
showing gold in a key pattern on
green and blue, it was full, with three
tucks extending from the shoulders
PRINCESS UNA'S 1.1 N" lERIES.
back and front under short panels of!
silk and Persian braid. The sleeves!
were ui tne usual regulation eliiow
"
nau uil
ii' it"- h- inn cinr. tyre, finished with. cufls of Hi k and
fon tea gown trimtne
.
ouantitles
!"l,u,e wu"l
'". Jn"
V"
of fin,. Valenciennes lace
u i,
)'"1".1.".1
I
W1J" l"e lersianj
pouted In white oxer citron
Thinfr""'
A r.bbon
with long'
gown is ornamented wi.h the , , !, trimming.
woml. rfnl ..int.w.n,.,.
rr ........ i. '"" ''"'"I"'"'" lnL ,OMUmw 01
n' .i: , ,
,
scrolls between Insertions of luce
,
.. ,, ,,, . ,
.
,
,
There are but few .v nings gowns
i l
i
,,,,!
e
""V i l.nt it
is so much worn in
.h
most
e
iii,1i,.H11'1''1
Th,. .tinn
am
,
cm Rway In tin lieCK in have short sillsn Y.'I :ia,s ill e .nun l.r
in the whole outfit. And;
trusting
note
sleeves,
wli ui the hat is black anil keeps
The wedding dre- - is "f white satin even
to the sati.e col rs as the cost lime, a
I
witb a silver emlioil
fckirt and .; of co'or is a.lde in the shape of
trimmed with old I'm. lace worth a a se in the front or a Iliads of them
f trtune.
The bodice 1, mimed with inn rit he Line au ill ,ier ine iirtm.
silver, lace and oran-- '
-n
issoms nrwl
vat
there is a ( rv lotc curt train which1
.
is v. mass of silver embroidery.
i
Citizen Want (ids bring results.

UULZ TZAM CO 77 AX
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Everything is made of the finest
material money can buy, but the domBOAT
are
GOES DOWN IN STORM. inating notes of the trousseau
and girlishness.
Port Said. May IS. Tho British tor-p- t simplicity
All the lingeries- is adorned with
do boat, No. .r,f, capsized and sank
of the finest
durlig a storm off this ort last night. real lace and iinpo.-e-

A good complexion Is impossible,
with the stomach out of order. It
pasty, mallow, people would pay more
attention to their stomachs and lees
to the skin on their faces, they would
have better complexions. KODOL,
FOR DYSPEPSIA, will digest what
you eat and put your stomach back
in the rigtit shape to do its own work.
Kodol Telleves palpitation
of the
heart, flatulence, sour stomach, heartburn, etc. Sold by J. H. O'lUelly

5cvSMn

j

poor.

l

darker than the coat. It hung loose
and full from the neck, outlined by a
flat shawl collar in Irish luce, which
was also used for the cuffs of the
large sleeves, in which any dress
sleeve would have plenty of room
without getting crushed. Silver buttons gave a chic air to a most useful
outer garment.
A three-quartcoat, a modification
of the Empire, was a charming model
made In soft finished taffeta, that Is
being so much used for tho new summer wraps. Tho front is cut by a new
model, that confines tho box plait In
the front goie. The side gore falls
in full folds and tho back has two nar- row box plaits stitched
down
five
inches from the neck. Tho neck Is
finished with a facny braid and nar- row little frills which Is curved to
simulate an Empire yoke. The sleeves
are very large and have a box pliat
extending from tile shoulder to the
deep fin f at the wrist trimmed with
the braid ami frill. Linens, chiffon,
broadcloth, chiffon mohair, silks, in
th cmaiiy suitable colors would be ap- -i
propria! e for such a coat for the coming

BRITISH TORPEDO

Seven of her crew were drowned.
Sciatica Cured After Twenty Yeart
of Torture.
For more than twenty years Mr. J.
B. Massey, of 3322 Clinton St., Minneapolis, Minn., was tortured by
sciatica. The pain and suffering
which he endured during this time Is
Nothing
lieyond
comprehension.
gave him any permanent relief until
Palm Balm.
be used Chamberlain's
One application of that liniment relieved the pain and made sleep and
rest possible, and less than one bottle
If
has effected a permanent cure.
troubled with sciatica r rheumatism
bottle of Pain
why not try a
Balm
and see for yourself how
quickly It relieves the pain. For sale
by all druggists.

te

Bad for Lovers,
Women are coming to the fashion
of Napoleonlo times. And when that
It
time arrives, mankind beware!
for one blissful moment her head
will rest upon his broad shoulder, a
cry of pain, a gouged out eye and a
trip to the nearest oculist will follow. And all becauso of huge jeweled
combs, pins and other dangerous ornaments which will appear amid the
puffs.
Hairdressers are laying in a supply
of walnut stains and dyes which far
exceed the supply of peroxide they
have ever kept on hand. Blue-bac- k
and shiny chestnut-brow- n
will be the
smart color in hair. Auburn-colore- d
tresses will also be in fashion. It will
be the dark, rich shade, however, and
very glossy.

er

AL- -

Sp eial Correspondence.
Iwondon, May 10. The trousseau of
Princess Ena of Buttenburg, who is to
marry King Alfonso of Spain, is on its
way from Loudon to Madrid, packed in
trough trunks and boxes to till two

Past is the day of woman's golden
crowning glory! Monstrosities in the
form of mammoth coiffures are coming in. In Paris they are already in.
"And it will take persons of real
artistic skill to create one of thoss
wonderful coiffures," says a local au
thority on matters of hair. "Hairdressers will really have to go in for
a course of training, so intricate will
the mass of waves, puffs, curls and
rolls be which constitute the new coiffure.
"Hair must be dark, dressed high,
very high, and with a lock of snow-whihair cunningly combed over the
marceled pompadour. The effect is
striking and French women are tak
ing to the fad fast."
The gorgeousness of the new coif
fure Is secondary only to size.
A
series of high wire frames will be
used to comb the hair over, In the
construction of the huge new hair
dress.
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Team "
will wash colored fabrics without causing the cclcr3 to run, fiannel3 without shrinking, cleanse blankets, tablc.be J, and personal linen, centerpieces embroidered in colors, woolen goods; in fact, every
article or fabric that requires perfjet hygienic washing.
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..Choice Underwear..

The choir will meet for practice at
President
St. John's church at 8 o'clock this
The star No. 1830 Groombrldgo Is 200,000,0(10,000,000 evening.
O
from the earth and sun. It has a proper motion
miles
Ladles of the Grand Army of the
There Is a beautiful old lady In the Louise Homo at which, If continued on a circular orbit, would carry It Republic
will meet tonight at. Odd
Washington, D. C. Once a celebrated Virginia belle and
Fellows'
hall.
veyears,
185,000
with a
around the celestial vault in
eauty and later mistress of the White House as the
The local lodge of Elks Issue a spelocity of 200 miles per second. Now, imagine that no matSimple
still
daughter of President Tyler, Mrs. Letitia
cial Invitation to all visiting brothers
quantity
find
thus
orbit,
the
the
outside
and
exists
ter
at their weekly
the homage due to her former dignities and sweet within. A mass must be found inside the orbit great to Join them tonightdoing.
sitting. Something
womanhood.
O
enough to exert attraction sufficient to balance the cenmaAn early mass at 6 o'clock will lie
It Is not the fact of Mrs. Somple's antecedents nor of, trifugal tendency set up by a speed of 200 miles per secsaid tomorrow morning at the Immacthe
her unique former social position that endears her to
church, for those
cen- ulate Conception
elderly people In Washington. It Is her proud but gentle ond at a diRtance of 200,000,000,000,000 miles from Its
persons who wish to spend Sunday
dignity and her resignation to the fate that not only de- ter.
in de mountains.
prives her of riches and relatives, but leaves her blind
Centrifugal tendency equals the square of the linear
age
of
at
the
institution
The members of Jlarugari lodge and
and the Inmate of a
velocity divided by the radius of the orbit, and 200 squar their families will enjoy a picnic toighty-sldemorrow at the grove on Schwartzman
ed equals 40,ooo, which, divided by 200,000,0O0,0(i0.(m(i,
Mrs. Semple, although deprived of sight, loves to
due & With's ranch south of town. Plenty
songs
the
per
second
and
0.(oni0nimi2
melody
of
a
old
acceleration
of
mile
equals
with
the
senses
light her
of liquid and other refreshments will
most every price you will find our Underfragrance of old fashioned flowers. Her friends, the el- to centrifugal tendency of the flying star. Next compute be taken along and the entire day
In
her
her
our
derly people of Washington society, who knew
better
of
will
mass
be
spent
wear
you usually find
by
the
beneath the shade trees.
the same price. We
he gravitational acceleration exerted
.
....
...
n,m r.n.l
beautiful girlhood, matronhood and widowhood, keep her! sun
a
zuu,uuii,"uo,ouw,uuu nines. ui"
ol
distance
at
All
with
who
Nobles
our
furnished
well
to
intend
Join
Home
to
see
you
excellent
Louise
our
Balbrrggan
dainty room at the
Underwear
The mass caravan for the pilgrimage to Boswell
flowers and they are few who do not consider It a privi- equals mass divided by the square of distance.
on
sea10th
June
for
the
garment.
per
ceremonial
Choice
thin
sun
Underwear in other good
and radius of our sun equals 1. The radius of the
lege to do honor to her.
Ion, June 14th, are requested to re
Mrs. Semple, in accordance with a promise made to s 433,000 miles; but in this example, to avoid minute port at the temple Sunday morning,
fabrics,
to
per
garment.
the Louise
May 20, at 10: lo a. m. We have se
the late W. W. Corcoran took up her abode Inwag
reduced fractions, call it 400,000 miles. Then 200,000,000,000,000 cured round
trip tickets for $35.20.
Home when her fortune failed her and she
if
which,
500,000,000,
equal
to
400,000
by
is
arisdivided
John Borraldaile, potentate.
to a pittance. She, In common with other aged and
Fine Clothing and
squared, gives a product of 250,000,000,000,000,000.
Fine Clothing and
tocratic southern ladies, lives at the home as a boarder
A very Interesting meeting
the
Furnishings
Take a stone to within a mile or two of the surface Albuquerque Woman's club wasof held
Furnishings
and is in no sense a dependent on cahrity. The home
was built and endowed by Mr. Corcoran In honor of his- of the sun and let it fall. At the exact end of the first n their parlors In the Commercial
dedldaughter Louise, who died in her youth, and was
club building yesterday
at
straitened second of time the stone will be falling with a velocity of which time, among otherafternoon
matters of
cated to the needs of southern women left inmanaged
0.17 mile per second. This is the acceleration caused by
in
war,
but'
Importance transacted, was the open
circumstances by the mischance of
the attraction of the sun upon the stone. Take the stone ing of the bids for the erection
of a
such a way as to put no hardship on pride.
sun
the
200,000,000,000,000
and
miles
from
to
of
a
distance
Washingclub house for the club on their two
In an Interesting article in last Sunday s
descendwill
be
it
second
of
the
first
drop it. At the end
on West Gold avenue. The only
ton Sar, Mrs. Semple's life is reviewed and two accom- ing with a speed of 0.0000O000OOOO00000OG8 mile per sec- lots
disappointment of the meeting came
panying portraits Illustrate the beauty of her youth and ond. This decimal Is the quotient obtained by dividing with the opening of these bids as none
or her age. The last survivor of her father's family she 0.17 by 250,000,000,000,000,000. But it measures the pow- were found that were satisfactory and 0
officer,
as a result it was decided to ask for
lives in the past. The widow of a Confederate
loyal er exerted by t fie mass of the sun at a distance of
new bids. After the transaction of
she Is intensely southern in her prejudices and still
miles. The actual acceleration of 1830 further
0
routine business a social sesto the lost cause.
300,000,000!
comparison,
enormous
in
Groombrldge
is
personappealing
was
sion
held,
more
program
of
a
and
literary
individual
an
Seldom has
That is, there must be enough matter within the orbit of
At the meeting of the club 0
ality been made the subject of a newspaper story. This the star to, make 3oo,000,000 suns like ours, If no other rendered.
held next Friday afternoon the final
She
today.
youth
belle of a former generation lives In her
literary program for the fiscal veer
her matter exists as stated In the problem above.
hums and lilts the old songs that she used to sing forporBut we see with the telescope and the sensitive plate will be rendered after which the club 0
old
the
lefore
blindness
father and stands in her
will stand adjourned until the coming
family, records only 100,000,000. And many are more than
traits of herself and the other women of her golden
tne 1UII.
away,
outside
and,
therefore,
miles
0
painted by celebrated artists in the day of their
orbit of the Groombrldge star. This modifies the problem.
youth.
WHERE
TO
WORSHIP
a
of
moving
now
on
Instead
a
be
to
line
Imagine
the star
Reduced from affluence to poverty, Mrs. Semple has circular or elliptical orbit, and consider it to be at the
0
bad with her always the gentleness and consideration center of a finite universe of stars. And let these suns be
Christian Scientists.
Americans.
all
to
of
one
interest
story
(Woman's
life
her
club rooms.)
that make
500,OoO,noO In number, each with a mass equal to that of
11 o'clock Sunday morn- - 0
Services
Duluth Tribune.
our sun; and Imagine them to be within a sphere having ng. bundayat school
at 9:45 a. m.
0
a diameter so vast that light, moving with a speed of
miles per second, requires the enormous period of 30,- Christian Church.
Iff- ;1
1
000 years to traverse It, then the velocity of a stone or (Corner Gold avenue and Broadway.)
Chicago bureau for securing suitable employment for sun would be twenty-fiv- e
Biinoay
10
m.
scnool
been
at
a.
it
Morn
if
per
second,
had
miles
success,
of
promise
early
ng worsnip at 11. Srmon on "The 0
the aged and the crippled gives
"forever" that Is had arrived at the center from Gospel
or .imut KKl who aDDlied when the bureau was recently falling
In a Terse." Evening service
sectwenty-fiv- e
per
miles
A
mere
an
distance.
Infinite
at. 7: .50 p.
in.
Ernest E. Crawford
opened twenty vere furnished employment and the others ond is
as
suns
500,000,000
to
the velocity potential due
was
0
were cheered by the knowledge that specific effort ana massive as our own, distrubuted as here given. But 1S30 minister.
suitable
substituting
.ino. ma,i m thplr behalf. In
Groombrldge is actually moving with eight times the
A
St John's Episcvpal Church.
permanent employment for spasmodic and more or less speed, or 200 miles per second. The question now Is:
(Fourth street and Silver avenue.) 0
the
in
working
Chicago
is
charity,
degrading doles of
Holy communion at 7:30 a m
How much matter must be added to the mass within the
right way to solve a delicate ana (timcuii prouiem.
sunday
school at 10 a. m. Morning
the
velocity
of
eight
the
central
to
impart
times
sphere
de
Life reveals no more pathetic phase than thoseyears falling
prayer, litany and sermon at 11 a. 0
star? If we double the mass, we do not double the m.
declining
of
because
livelihood
of
means
Evening
prayer
oled the
speed. From the known laws of gravity and motion, we P. m. All sea:s and sermon at 8
free. A. G Har
or tihvalcal Infirmities. Partial disability is oiien uee...cu
X-J
velocity.
is
double
mass
quadruple
to
That
the
must
act
are
victims
rlson,
rectof.
.i tn .,tpr helDlessness. not that its
velocity.
Imparted
square
of
to
proportional
the
mass
is
go
we
and
,,n ..ooioKH hut because of the pace at which
Highland Methodist Church.
adjust Eight squared equals 64, which multiplied by 500,000,000
3000 pairs men's fine shoes
the exigencies of competition. There is no time to
(312 South Arno street.)
ecfuals 32,000,000,000. And this Is the true number of
brother.
weaker
'
of
ability
the
the lighter burden to the
Sunday
30,000
m.
year's
light
sphere
a.
9:45
school
at
Preach
a
of
dispersed
in
ours,
suns
well
like
a
even
One of the most delicate problems for
1000 pairs women's fine shoes
m 0
is diameter, required to give 1830 Goombridge Its known ing by Rev. R. S. Owensi at 11
Subject, "Whcm to Worship." Rev.
and strong man is the selection of the occupation that
falling,
is now anywhere near the center,
if
velocity
of
it
vast
Perhaps
a
tastes.
and
19:10.
Junior
best suited to his abilities
at 3 p. m. 0
("
1000 pairs misses' and children's fine
not near the center, then the universe is of senior league atleague
7 p. m.
majority of people never do find the work for which they But if it is
P reaching
computed.
greater
mass
here
than
that
then
at. o p. m. iy Rev. W. W. Ralph. All
.are exactly fitted. How extremely difficult it must beoccuthat are cormaiiy invited.
shoes.
The mass of all our sister planets is only
to find
for those who are physically handicapped
0
32
1,745th to the mass of each of the
pation in which their remaining powers may count to the of the sun. Add
EDiscooal
1830 rirst iviettiodist
Church.
and their infirmities offer the least inter 000,000,000 suns, and terminal velocity of fall of
-x-x
x- -x
(Lad avenue and Third street.)
Groombrldge would be increased by a minute fraction
calls
which
one
is
0
philanthropy
new
Chicago's
ounuay
ference.
m.
scnool
a.
at
Yon
9:45
mere
of the universe and satellites are
are cordially welcome. Morning
for unoioWleal studv of the highest order. The plan has only. The planets
residuals, and could all come to an end without disturb' ice at 11 a. m., with sermon by serv
the
great possibilities and might weU be adopted in other ance
in the vast machine. Multiply 32,000,000,000 by 8. paatcr,
on "Education
anH
tho 0
cities, some of which have even larger respunsiuumra
of
number
256,000,000,000.
is
total
product,
the
and the
cnurcti.
Enworth leaeue at. 7 n m
than Chicago.
planets like ours that could either be added to or sub evening worship at 8 o'clock, with 0
sermon
tracted from the sidereal structure without detection. It There by Rev. A. P. Morrison. D n
matters not whether any planets or Inhabited worlds exist services.will be special music at both
Strangers welcome and the 0
The Hepburn rate bill, when it finally comes into or not. Suppose that the "runaway star," our wondrous n,il.ll I....J. I
1830 Groombrldge, is several quadrillion miles from the
effect, saddled with many amendments of disputed
may be of doubtful result. Court interpretations and center of the structure, the stellar cosmos and it may as
0
Congregation Church.
(Broadway, east end of viaduct.)
application in practice may give it a very different sig well be as not then the sidereal mass Is vastly larger
own
ouiiuuy scnool at 10:45 am
at
niflcance from that which it now seenis on its face to than that In 32,000,000,000 suns as massive as our
possess. But even though some of the amendments are The diameter of a sphere of 30,000 light years is 176,000,- - which all teachers and members are 0
urged to 'be present and on time.
not altogether acceptable to radicals and the measure as 000,000,000,000 miles.
Morning service at 11 o'clock. Tonic
I have watched this marvelous foundation of the sid
a whole may not accomplish all that was at first expected
sermon, "A, .Never-FailinTonic 0
or it, a mighty step has been taken in the right direction. ereal edifice during Ave years from this peak. When 1 "i
for
the
Careworn
Weary."
and
This
The great principle for which the people have been came here from an observatory in Illinois, on a flat prairie topic was suggested 'by a recent in
the
0
mes
I
eyes.
I
in
my
upheld
that
never
scarcely
knew
could
trust
contending and which the president has
terview sought by a stranger.
The
sages and speeches, will be firmly established. That universe had a shinning floor until I saw it from this following musical program wlil be
principle is the supervision of transportation rates by an mountain summit. I explored It during every state of the rendered :
air for more than one year before I dared publish any Organ Prelude "Benedictus"
agency of the reaerai government.
Mozart
The absolute Independence of control which the rail thing. I feared that the glimmer and glow might be
Will Feed My Flock"
roads have enjoyed from the beginning as regards rates caused by diffusion of light by dust or other substances In Anthem"! Chorus,
Choir.
for interstate transportation will be at an end and never the upper atmosphere. I was not versed In mountain Solo "The Lord of Love Mv Shen- will be regained. The government agency employed to climate conditions, so gazed in mute wonder. The en
herd Is"
Gounod
secure for the public Just rates may have to be modified tire stellar universe is inclosed In a winding sheet a
Mrs. Lyons.
or strengthened, to fit into actual experience, but the su cloth of pearl! After a tremendous fall of rain all traces Offertory
pervision once undertaken will never be abandoned. It of dust are washed away from the air. And then the Organ Postlude "Recessional" ...
Theme
would be remarkable if a single act of legislation affect cosmical floor burns and blazes and glows in the most
Young peoples' meeting at 7 o'clock
Ing such wide and varied interests and involving many amazing splendor. Even faint traces can be seen as an
Secondhand Typewriter Bargains
p.
will be no evening servaided compromises, should prove satisfactory in all re excessively thin veil in front or within those black and ice ni.thisThere
week. All members are speOne new No. 6 Smith Premier,
spects when put to the test. If a trial develops weak- appallig deeps the starless fields. Colossal windows in cially urged
to lie at the morning wide carriage; 2 Smith Premier,
nesses they will be susceptible of remedy. The main tank the galaxy are not Jet black as seen from here; filmy cur service. Strangers cordLallv invited.
No. 2; 3 Smith Premiers, No. 1;
has been to secure definite recognition of the vital prin- tains are actually before these mighty caverns in the
3 No. 2 Remington; 1 No. 6 Remis
layer
of
roeks
nature.
primordial
basic
cosmical
This
government.
mighty
Baptist
That
Church.
ciple of rate supervision by the
ington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
Sunday school at 9:50 a. m. Preacheither made of nebula or separate suns. Or, every object
triumph has been accomplished.
In Cooking When a Gas
Is Used.
tabulator; 1 No. 5 Densmore, (aling
11
at
a.
by
Anthem
m.
choir,
the
in the universe is immersed in nebula; the appearance ot
2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1
new);
most
"Holy
Ghost,
Infinite,"
Harry
The
New York Letter: There is a young man In New York a background being had from looking through its frightLambert; 1 Manhatton; 1 Chicago;
Rowe Shelley.
Young Peoples' meet1
(almost new); 2
Fox,
who has devised a most alluring and at the same time ful depths. If not, then the inconceivably remove founda ing at 7 p. in. Following Is the pro1
Densmore, No. 4, (alIngenious advertising dodge. Yesterday he bounced into tion, the floor of the universe, is made of suns sunk In gram for evening service:
No matter what you may cook, no matter how
most new.
an office full of brokers and pulled a pack of playing cards such terrific deeps that they are smaller and finer thau Organ Prelude Andante ..Beethoven
you may cook it, everything will be cooked easier,
The above machines must be
out of his pocket. "Draw a card, please," lie said, Keleel-ln- g the finest powers known to mieroscopists. In five anc Male Quartet "Remember Now Thy
my
sold at once, to make room for
better and cheaper on a gas range.
years
Creator"
have not discovered an opening in the
Rhodes
a victim. "Now, please ring up 123451! Harlem. Ask one-halA.'t nothing hinder you from cooking with gas.
new 6tock of Underwood typefor Miss Brown and request her to tell you what card you background, open corridors In the depths of infinitude, Messrs. Mean, Hetherington, Washmawriters. We guarantee these
Let us show what a gas range can do for you.
Maynnrd.
come
burn
and
runvoid
light.
of
against
light
cosmic
universe
If
protest
of
mumbling
this
the
a
victim,
The
represented,
elected."
chines to bo just as
We want to show you how cheap it is to operate
Prayer
ou
suns,
gas,
from
is
ii
told
separate
wonderful;
"Gee,
if
but
she
from
requested.
ners for mind readers, did as
Call at The Electric Iluilding, cor. 6th and Gold
and they can be bought at real
Iuet "lt;;ck of Ages"
nibble
bargains.
ave., or senu us your name and address and our
me the right card," he announced with considerable sur- 32,imio,mmi,iiihi is a vanishing quantity. It is of no use
Mrs. Kd. Hale and Miss H ile.
representative will call prepared to give you full
G. S. RAMSAY,
prise. "Very wonderful; most mysterious," remarked the to write sextillion. octillion, for thev are Idle, useless Sol Calvary
R odney
401 West Railroad Avenue.
information.
stranger. "You see, the girl can be called up under 52 words. They make no impression on minds weak minds
Jo!in Wesley Beane.
names a different one for each card iu the pack. Mi.-:- s like ours. I do not feel that I am mistaken in regard to Scripture Heading
Campana
Jones is the ace of hearts. Miss Brown the deuce of this foundation. I am convinced that it Is not due to ou Duet "Come lTnto Me"
STAGE LINE
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
Messrs. lean and Hetherington.
hearts. Miss Smith the tray of hearts your card was air, pure or impure, and believe that If the telescope could
Solo
Prayer"
won
"The
I
be
taken
of
itattle
thousands
introducing
this
miles
from
earth,
the
am
Now,
gentlemen,
the deuce of hearts.
T. Y. Maynard.
Carries the United States mail;
the finest line of pais la the city. Allow me to present drous and supernatural glow would be brighter still. None Short Address
only lino with a change of stock en
could be more cautious than I about publishing views con
my card." etc., etc.
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
Uev. J. T. McNeil.
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
ceming the primordial cosmic floor; but surely, It Is no Solo
"There Is a Land Mine Eyes
every Monday,
Albuquerque
rig
leaves
ulway
a
shimmering
splendid
display
already
Its
and
is
there
sheen are
Dully Optic: We understand that
Hath Seen"
Mary Crowiiiiisiik-lWednesday and Friday, at 5 a. m. For
.1. M. Hetherington.
decided demand for land in the tract sold by the grant on the clearest, darkest nights.
particulars,
address W. L. Trimble &
Whatever it may be it is the most amazing object Offertory-Vio- lin
Selected Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
trustees to W. A." Thompson, and that one large concern
Loebs.
Miss
wishes to secure the whole tract and as much more for a withiii the range of the vision of man. Suppose that th
B. rtLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.
big company of colonists lie wishes to lacate here. The star 1S30 Groonibuidge, or that one still more rapid, dis Male, (nurtti "Nearer My God to
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hide
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Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies. Moet tt,
New Mexico when a school superintendent unl a learned utes sevcu seconds and without parallax, should be, say
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Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian od
archaeologist shoot at each other in a iiy street. Hut twenty quadrillion miles from the center of mass: then
It
l'utrelle-Gldeon- .
organist.
Jog. Sehlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
bole agents for Casino Canned Goods
one of the men was from the south ami the other from the the re'iuisite number of suns would mount to trillions.
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Ini
Coftees,
& Co.'s
Jas.
Hekln
TAKING-FR- EE
YOURS
THE
FOR
east. How was New Mexico to blame? It must have been Now, if i In; stellar floor is made of suns, the required!
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Flour.
Granite
boden's
LUNCH AT THE WHITE
number Is bad; if not, then the quantity of invisible mat- the climate.
Street. Albuquerque, New Meilca.
ter. dark and lifeless, is so much greater than the visible
Boston post: The famous mosque of St. Sophia, in that the latter may lie omitted from cosmical computaIF
YOU
WANT TO ENJOY A
Constantinople, is always fragrant with the odor of musk, tions. Perhaps this Is the time to drop the world's mil- GOOD SUNDAY DINNER, PATRONHighland Jersey Dairy.
Groceries
FIFTY-CENand has been so ever since it was built in the ninth cen- lion and billion and put trillion. But night is now coming IZE THE REGULAR
one
apace;
SUNDAY
appearing
AT
on
nothing
was
ZEIGER'S
sentinels of the stellar hosts are
DINNER
dune to
tury the curious tiling being lhat
GOOD MILK AND CREAM.
Hlllsbs.ro creamery Butter Best on
keep it perfumed. The solution of the seeming mystery by one. 1 must open tne dome and be ready for coining RESTAURANT TOMORROW.
with Mauger & Avery, Boston
Harxh.
SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.
lies in the fact that when it was built, over l.boo years splendors. Sagittarius will om unfurl sidereal sheets of
TAXES ARE NOW DUE
AND
even
night
pearl
fall
fixed
let
garments
were
In
of
bricks
and
the
with
mortar
ago, the stones and
careless
Office, 321 West Gold Avenue.
Free Delivery.
WLL BEC0ME DELINQUENT ON Orders Solicited. ,
Colo, phone, Jlk. 89.
1500 S. B'way.'
to the sea, and drag them ulong in its watery waste.
,inuhk.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.
114 South Seeona Street.
OCXX?

Dullness Manager

An Interesting Character

TTJ NDER WEAR

is a hobby of ours and very
close to our hearts. That is why you will
find here every good sort of Lisle, Wool, Cotton
and Linen, so that every Man may find the
terial he needs. Then you will find here a variety
of all the sizes, so that

es

geml-publ-

ic

Every Man May be Fitted.

x.

Again, at
than
want

--

at

at

SOc.

75c.

$4.50

MAMBEEX

Mo

o o o

Police of this StOFe

0

is to clean up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.

0

THE NAME

0

0
0
0

f

186,-00-

Chance For 6"2 Crippled

Not only means the

iJI

hmM

ml

l(s

;

m

yI

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest advertising.

Sffl

.J.ni

x-x-

0
0

0.

0

f

0
0

0

i0

x-x-x

Our window display wilt
give you an inkling of the

o:
o: '

shapes that stylish dressers
will wean but come in and
carefully inspect the shoes of

Vital Principle Triumphs

mi-po- rt,

themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

g

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Will. CHAPLIN

o:

0
0
0
0
0
0.

0)000

Nothing Impossible
Range

Call-graph- s;

lf

1

O000(0O000C000Ot0

F. C. PRATT

CO.

Staple and fancy

MELIN I

EAKIN,

W. E.

MAUGER

WOOL

"

f

.

SATURDAY, MAY

.

ALBUQUERQUE

19, 1906.

"SHEEP SKINS"

GET OUT YOUR OLD BILLS

-

LEGAL LIGHTS

ARE AWARDED!

AGAINST FAIR ASSOCIATION

EVENING CITIZEN.

PAGE FIVE.

JOTTINGS FROM

IN FISTIC FIGHT

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN

POLICE CIRCLES

wjamatimn

To Members of High School! Two Tall Attorneys' Terrible Two Victims Up
for Fighting.

Without Delay

Follow Out the Instructions of the

Graduating Class

By

Talk Terminates
uestuouslv.

dark

Committee of the Fair Association and
All Accounts Will Be Paid.

AT

COMMENCEMENT

EXERCISES

HISTORY

OF

FIGHT

BY

Tern-SuP-

Butcher "Brown

l-

Guilty-Fin- ed

ROUNDS

The Man

of

Business

of the Home Library

Pleads
$5.

We have

just received a
large shipment, of
Roll Top
Desks, Flat and Standing
Desks, office Chairs, Boo
Cases, Typewriter
Stand
and Tables.
We guarantee our lino to

COMPLAINS OF THE POUNDMASTER

Last evening in the Elks' theater
A meeting of the New Mexico ter- checks In lieu therefor will le issued
Yesterday afternoon, In
Two victims were before Police
Justice
t.ie formal commencement exercises
ritorial fair committee was held this to the holders.
George Craig's court, the case of Mrs. Judge Crawford this morning to anthat
closing
marked
the
Albuof
this
of
Any person residing outside
the
morning at the office of the manaswer to the charge of fighting and disihiimic ucnoois lor me term, J. Welner, of Corralles. vs. O. Bache-Cli- turbing the peace.
ger, P. P. McCanna, and very Impor- city, holding checks and which hsve
Charles Patterson,
were
held,
on
a
the
gradmembers
of
please
contract
disto purchase from In a playful mood, yesterday
tant business was brought up and
the
not already been paid, will
morning
uating
class
di'06
of
receiving
their
mall them to the First National bank
her a barrel of wine for $17, which attacked George Elder, who retaliated
cussed.
plomas
of
the
hands
be
frm
Prof. J. the plaintiff denied, was heard, with to the best of his ability, with the reIt was decided, after a partial finan- of this city, when new checks will
city Attorney Ackerman representing tho sult
of
cial repjrt had been made, that sub- Issued for them and mailed to the C. Clark, superintendent
both have bloody scars as
schools,
listening
after
to a very defendant and Attorney Lester the mute that
scriptions had progressed far enough holders, If no request Is otherwise
witnesses to the fight. Elder
able
eloquent
and
address from Hon. plulntlff.
now to take necessary action toward made.
was captured on the spot by the poAny cbllgatton held by outside news- II. B. Fergusson, on the subject, "Pel There wrs much conflicting
paying off the outstanding Indebted-lice but Patterson evaded arrest until
Ready,"
cautioning
the maidens and
papers will be paid at once, and while
offered, and during the hearing later in the day. They both pleaded
ntss of the fair.
It was the wish of the committee; it Is understood bills have previously youths to "le ready for the duties of: of the case the two attorneys, owing guilty this morning and were fined $10
lie
life;
thoroughly
prepared to aelze no doubt, to the heat of the day, so or as many days.
that, every person holding a bill or been presented, the present manageopportunities."
forgot their legal dignity as to ena claim of any kind against the fair ment asks for new bills, so action can itsThe
program
opened w ith Invoca-- gage in as pretty on exhibition of the
to present, the same In person, or l)c taken on them and payments made Won
A warrant was sworn out this mornby
Rev. J. C. Rollins, pastor of manly art as has been seen
mall to the manager, at room 11,! at the earliest day.
ing for the arrest of B. F. Brown, a
outside
decided at this the First Methodist church, followed of the squarred arena for some time. butcher, who a short time ago purThe committee
Grant building at once, as the execuAt the opening of hostilities
tlve committee will hold another, morning's meeting to request all sub- by a vocal selection, "A Spring Song,"
it chased a butcher shop at the corner of
meeting on Wednesday night, at 8 scribers to pay their subscriptions rendered by a ladies' quartet, com- was merely a question of veracity, Arno and Coal avenues, which he has
Mco'clock, to examine bills, and if found promptly, w'hen solicited, so the fair posed of Mesdames Washburn,
but it rapidly became a question of since been conducting without first
Mrs. fistic science. According to the sec- taking out the proper license. He was
officials will be in a position to meet Donald, Miller and Harrison.
correct, authorize their payment.
Any person holding checks Issued obligations, as it is desirous that all Washburn alsoi gave the solo, "Sun- onds ef one of the participants, the arrested later in the day and given a
by the officials of last year's fair, and bills against the association le paid set," and the quartet favored again contest went something like this:
hearing on the charge of violating
not cashed, are requested to present In full before the end of the present with "Legends."
Round 1 Lester,
waiting for the city ordinances applying to such
Just prior to tho close of the pro- the gong, rushes to notcenter of ring,
them to the manager, and new month.
cases, pleading guilty, and on the
gram Superintendent Clark arose and (before Judge Craig's
desk), and is promise to take out a license, was let
delivered an excellent address.
He met half way by Attorney Ackerman. down with a $5 fine.
spoke of the advantages of educa- Attorney
swings right for
STILL MAKING GOOD
tion, bringing statistics o hi aid to Ackerman'sIe!er
proliocus, punching an
George Ward, the official dog. horse
prove his points, which were all well enormous
hole in the atmosphere. land animal catcher, designated offAT THE CASINO
taken.
THE
MARKETS
Ackerman countered witli left Jab to icially as poundmaster. Is again lu hot
;
In addressing the graduating clasi. lister's slats,
which lands with a dull water, this time as the result-oa
In
presentation
diplomas,
the
of
Prof.
STOCK - MONEY
WOOL
METAl
and sickening ithud on nothingness; complaint made this morning by Joe
THE BERG ERG ROSE
COMPANY
Clark
said:
Lester ducks and does a
DRAWS
WELL SKATING RINK
Schwartzman,
who stated that Ward
"My elncerest congratulations. We
SOON MAY BRING
dance around the ring; spec- had taken his horse Into cu.nody.
"THE Ml- are proud of you. Your salutatorian tator rings
gong.
..KADO" TO ALBUQUERQUE.
the
1.
of
End
round
Copper,
Lead and
'claiming that It was running loose on
announced the fact, at the class day
Round 2 Both come up fresh and the streets, and
New York, May 19.
upon hi t ap-and cop- exercises, and
we would confirm the hunting blood. Ackerman leads
A fair sized audience witnessed the per, quiet
with
unchanged.
plying to Ward for the horse, a id ofand
statement.
It is such a pleasure to left swing to Lester's
presentation of "Other People's Monfering the dollar that the lav, allows
graduate a well prepared class, a body
ey" at the Casino last evening by the
fall off, escaping the blow; Ward to collect In
New York Money Market.
such casei Ward
Stock company, and the
New York, May 19. Money on call, of students having the genuine spirit Lester
light lap refused to yield up the anlma'
lands
and
unless
house was comfortably filled this af- nominal; no loans; prime mercantile and noble ambition. You have your on Ackerman's
facial
adornments.
paid $1.50 for same,
minds set upon advanced learning. wno trips over a chair and goes down Schwartzman
ternoon at the matinee, despite t!he paper, hVt per cent. Silver, 67 c.
We are delighted.
May your educa- for the count, taking the door shade saying that he had to pay a party who
wind storm that was raging.
first caught the horse a fee of 60
tion be broad; may it be thorough; wiith him; Ackerman rises
Manager Wortman, of the Casino,
Chicago Live Stock.
and starts cents. In extenuation Ward said that
Chicago, May 19. Cattle Receipts, and your success is assured.
Is fast getting the skating rink in
to rush Lester, when the police, (In he "always
done dat way when he had
"In behalf of the loard of educa- the person of Justice Craig), inter6hape at the park, and it is more 4)0; market steady; beeves, $4.10
divvy up wid de feller dat caught
than likely that within a week lov- 6.20; cows and heifers, $1.750'5.2o; tion or the public schools of our city, fere, and the famous fight is over, to
The chief of police, in
ers of the sport will be gliding over Blockers and feeders, J2.905.05; I thave the honor of presenting to only the memory, and the lecture de animal."
language, tried to Impress up- -'
you these diplomas, certificates
of that Is toi come next morning, remain- rorcerul
the floor on roller skates, a large calves, $4 6.40.
on Ward's intellect the fact that the
Sheep Receipts, 2,000; market is graduation, evidences of your having ing.
number of which have already been
law only allowed him $1, no matter
steady; sheep, $3.50 6.25; yearlings, satisfactorily completed a full four
ordered.
Immediately after the terrific- and what he paid others for first taking up
years' course in bur high school. bloody-les$5.60(8 6.40; lambs, $5.507.75.
"The Mikado" May Come Here.
encounter, Justice Craig, the animal, but met with indifferent
These diplomas will admit you as 'the official
It is rumored that an attempt will
referee,
orders
both success.
It is
understood
that
Provisions.
freshmen in higher institutions of "pugs" to their corners,
le made to bring the amateur proor rather Schwartzman will go before the city
May
ng
Chicago,
19.
were
Follow
learning.
We trust that you may be their homes, telling them to cool
duction cf "The Mikado," which is to
v
off
enrolled there next year. And be- and return again, which they did, council and make complaint against
be presented at Las Cruces in the closing prices:
Ward.
lieve us, we have confidence in your this morning, to resume the case.
near future, by the students of ithe Wheat May, Si(,c; July, 83c.
Corn May, 4SVic; July, 4
ability to succeed."
Agricultural and Mechanic Arts
court
When
opened
this morning.
James Harold, who was arrested in
May, 33c; July 33c.
Oat
The diplomas were then presented Judge Craig delivered to the culprlu, this
Mesilla Park, to this city,
city Wednesday by Assistant
Pork May, $15.50; July, $15.57.
to the class, comp:sed of the follow- who meekly stood before
plans to that effect. lelng now under
him, await- Marshal Kennedy on advices received
ing:
bard May, $8.50; July, $8.57i.
way. It Is said, that judging from
ing, like Damocles, for the fall of the from Belen, stating that Harold was
Ribs May, $8.90; July, $8.97 Vs
Clarence Rogers, president of Site sword, one of he most brilliant, mintthe rehearsals, the production will be
wanted in that city on a charge of
class organization.
one of the mo elaborate ever pre- $9.00.
ed and forceful orations
since stealing $28 from a Belen man, and
Miss Vida G. PInney, vice presi- Clancy's famous charge toheard
sented by amateurs In the territory,
the Sando- who was returned to that city ThursKansas City Live Stock.
dent.
the costumes of the period repreval county grand Jury.
day nlg'htincare of a deputy marshal
Kansas City. Mo., May 19.
Miss Ona Schupp, secretary.
sented in the play being carefully Receipts, 1,000, including 300 Cattle
When it was all over, Attorney
who came up for him, returned to Al
southThomas Talbert Skinner, treasurer.
followed out, and those taking part erns; market steady; native steers,
wiping away the drops cf perspira- buquerque last night, having proven
Miss Jean Edna Hubl.
having
good histironic $4.255.90;
tion,
remarked:
a clear alibi when the case was heard.
southern steers, $3.50
Miss Blanche Isabel Porter.
,
talent.
"Whew! That was warmer and The victim claimed he lost the $28
5.25; southern cows, $2.50 4.25; naMiss Kmma Efitelle Luthy.
more forceful than the encounter."
about 8 o'clock and Harold proved
tive cows and heifers, $2.505.25;
William Burke Wroth.
Tho two puglllstically Inclined at- that he had left Belen for this city at
"ONLY A MASK"
Blockers and feeders, $34.60; bulls,
Miis Edith Walker.
torneys

represent the best workmanship and highest class of

-

iiui-iui-

-

l,

lead-mon-

cabinet work. The desk you
buy of us will not tall to
pieces in a short time, thus
causing yon much annoyance.
Our prices are the lowtM.

y

Mlbert Faher

1

-

308-31-

Railroad Ave.,

0

Albuquerque,

N. M.

j

BRUNSWIC K

,

Pool and Billiard Parlor.
107 South Second

couchee-couche- e

lal

th-at- :

The Only First Class

I

Billiard Parlor in Albuquerque.
No cheap tables or broken Balls
but everything First Class and

s,

Berger-Gros-

e

side-step- s

Strictly Up To Date
Straight IB Bsll Pool 7

1--

per cue, Pool So per car

2c

Billiards SOo per hour.

Max

-

s

Gussaroff,

Prop.

TO THE LADIES:

col-lege-

Les-K-

Street, Barnett Bldg.

Hot weather Is here too warm to wash and Iron. Semdt your
Shirt Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundry them
and will deliver them to you in
nice box they will not be
car-rectl-

Back of Postofflce.
Call the Red Wagons.
Auto., 319; Colo., Red 148.

r,

Imperial Laundry Co.

eie-ptlcnall-

western fed
$36.
western fed cows,

4.25; calves,
charming waltz steers, $3.50 5.30;
$3

"Only a Mask," the
song by 'Albuquerque's song writer,
Mrs. Stella Corsell, will be sung with
illustrations, by C. Rea Berger, of the
Berger-GrosStock company, playing
at the Casino, for three performances,
beginning with the Sunday matinee.
The song seems destined to be one of
the musical hits of the season, and
those who have not been fortunate
enough to hear it. will doubtless avail
themselves of this opportunity.
e

L.0CAL

PARAGRAPHS

The mother of Maynard Gunsul has
arrived In the city and will remain
during the summer.
J. F. Silva, postmaster and general
merchant at Sandoval, school superintendent of Sandoval county, anu
deputy collector and treasurer of the
same county, is In the city today with
county money for deposit.
Fillmore Tyson, chief of the Louisville, Ky., fire department, and Har-very
Brown, one of the captains of
the same department, left last night
for the Grand Canyon, and after a
day's stay there they will proceed to
Los Angeles and thence to San Francisco. They enjoyed two days very
pleasantly in this city.
The Los Griegoa puollc school celebrated their closing day yesterday
with an
spelling bee, as
the closing exercise, under the supervision of Miss Dolores Armijo, the
teacher. Seven months of schooling
were secured by the pupils of Los
Griegoa this year, the most successful In the history of that school.

$2.504.5O.
YALE AND HARVARD

ATHLETES COMPETING
Cambridge, Mass., May 19. The
pick of athletic representatives from
Harvard and Yale will meet today in
the stadium for the annual track and
field games tetween the two univer
sities. Both sides are confident of
victory.

GOVERNOR REMOVES
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
FOR MISCONDUCT
A.

WAYNE

BARNES AND
POINTED.

OFFICE
EXONERATED
IN

MARTINEZ

T,

Sam Ho Kee.
The commencement number of The
Occident, the high School magazine,
was Issued yesterday, and last evening distributed at the commencement
exercises. It contains the graduation
oration delivered by Thomas Talbert
Skinner, the salutatory
address of
Miss Jean Edna Hubbs, the valedic
tory address .by Sam Ho Kee, the
prophecy, interpreted by three young
lad'ies, Misses PInney, Luthy and
Walker, the class poem, delivered by
Miss Schupp, the class will, by William Wroth, the class history, by
Clarence Rogers, the Junior response,
by Lawrence Lee, and In fact the entire program rendered at the class
day exercls-eheld Thursday night.
Altogether, it Is one of the most attractive numbers yet turned out.
-

Klor-enci-

at

Don't forget the Poverty social to
be given by the Ladies of tho Grand
In
bankundersigned
trustee
The
Army of the Republic at Odd Fellows'
ruptcy will sell cheap, a gixwl deliv- hall Saturday, May 19, at 8:30 p. m.
ery waeon. Wan'w may be seen at
o
Baby won't suffer five minutes with
Antonio Ai-i- i joj-- . :;il North First
croup
you
if
F.
McCAANA.
P.
apply Dr. Thoniao' Elecstreet.
tric Oil at once. It acts like niasic.
Room 11, Grant mock.

66

M

FOR SALE.

&

o clock, consequently

charged.

he was tils

Policeman Jose Salazar, assigned to
headquarters, is oft duty for a few
days, attending the ceremonies anent
the marriage of his son, which took
place this morning in the Barelas
church. Constable James Smith is
acting In Salazar'g place during the
latter s absence.

Yoot Prescriptions, If Entrusted

The Williams Drug: Co.
will receive the personal care of one of the firm,

both of whom are druggists of
experience.
No. 117 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
many-years- '

0000C00C

T

Clkalb sumdl
115

THE BROWNS ARE

WEST

HAND IN HAND

Pool Room

RAILROAD

WITH PERFECTION
Is the White Lily Cigar every day t
the week, the month, the year. It"
trite to say that it's of uniform good

AVENUE

quality.

The Browns got away this morning
on the early train for Roswell, where
they will engage the New Mexico
Military academy team in a series of
three games. Those who went were
Kunz,
Neher, Gallegos, Connelly,
Clancy, Roy, Hale, Collins and McHue,
and the fans may Judge for themselves whether or not they are likely
to make good. The opinion of the
scribe is that they will. The Cadets
may
Amarillo three straight
gomes with their brilliant young pitcher, Hester, but they will find a different proposition with such men as
Gallegos, Kunz and "Home-run-IlilNeher at the willow. Charlie Kunz
will lead off, and If Charlie don't get
his little "binge" why the sweet Is all
off the "candy kid."
The boys leave the Santa Fe at
Kennedy and ride the Santa Fe Central to Torrance, where they will arrive some time tonight. Tomorrow
morning they load into a WInton tourspin across the
ing car for a five-hocountry tc Roswell. The first, game
They exwill be p'ayed on Monday.
pect to return to the city on Friday.
de-fe-

l"

ur

We wish to announce that under the
new management, dating from May
16, J906, prices on all games will be
REDUCED 50 PER CENT. Best
Tables and equipment in the Southwest. Best line of Cigars in the city.
Music every night during next week.

A. J. RICHARDS
WE8T

Wm. Wortmam, Prop.

ootaooiootottotootco
The
Stock Co.. (it ttfjp
Berger-Gros- e

?

AT THE CASINO
Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday Nights and
Saturday and Sunday Matinees, in

RAILROAD

AVENU

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, if ehe tells you to order
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Mi&ke no excuse, (tr you should far-ge- t
the order), that you could not
find it, for every first-clas-s
graosr
handles EMPRESS. You. will mtwmjm
find good bread, good biscuits, good
pastry and most Important of alt,
good cheer to greet you when yoa
come homo for your dinner. Try R.
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress of
all others.

M. BERGER,

OT1ER PEOPLE'S MONEY

Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N. M.

"Doan's Ointment cured mo of eczema that had annoyed me for a
Cast of Characters.
Specialties.
long time. Tho cure was perma- Hiram Brown
C. Ilea Berger
nent." H"n. S. W. Matthew, com- J
Baby Lucille.
No.
llckles and Arthur Pickles, two
missioner of labor statistics, Augusta,
N.j. 2 Illustrated songs.
brothers
Maine.
E. Prank Melville
No. a Hill & Edmonds, trio.
l.o!ie P. Webb
your
trotmare
Breed
to the best
Deacon Jordon
Wm. Hill
Grose,
the handcuff king, next
219 Luc in da Sniggins
ting stallion In New Mexico.
.....Mabel Swueney Wednesday night, May 23.
Copper avenue.
Cherry Brown
Pearl Rivers
Helen to. May
There will l an entire change of
3TCENTS DINNER, .Matilda Brown
REGULAR
Synopsis.
bin ,,n Monday and Thursday of each
EVERY DAY, EXCEPT SUNDAY, AT
Act 1 Mrs. Brown's
boarding week dining the. season. Doors
ZEIGERS RESTAURANT, FROM 12
oin
bouse (morning.)
at 8 p. m. Performance begins at
NOON TO 2 P. M.
Aot 2 Same. Time. afternxm.
Saturday
8:3u.
Matinee.
and Sun- Act
Tim-'- ,
next morn- - day. Ihrs open at. 1:30 p. m. Per-TAXES ARE NOW DUE. AND
aim ,
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON itig.
forinance at 2.
JUNE 1. PAY THIS MONTH.
Choice; of seats.)
Admission to Matinees.
Subscribe for The Citizen and get .niidren
10c Adults
15c
the news.
RESERVED SEATS AT LEARNARD & LINDEMANN S MUSIC STORE.
1

A

SERVANT

THAT NEVER

THE TELEPHONE IS
EVER READY TO TAKE
YOUR COMMANDS.
LET IT

TIRES

THE TELEPHONE WILL
RUN YOUR ERRANDS,
DO YOUR SHOPPING
AND KEEP YOU
INFORMED OF SOCIAL
AFFAIRS.

DO YOUR

WORK.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
oooo-o-o-o-o-ooo-

Meet Me at Yanow's
aKgwMWBHnKaMBHBBHnatrjM

Ck?y)

(1

fihninp Kansas Tnrbv Hard Whpat
VMUIUU
IIUIU
IIUIIVUU IUII1UJ

The ciarkeviiie Produce Co.,

vvv

1

--

Any time between 7 in the
Morning and 9 at Niyht.

r
1

IIIIUUI

"

7

A.

If Your Eyes Need Attention
I will examine them Kki r.
and Guarantee every pair
of glasses I fit to be - - - -

ABSOLUTELY CORRECT

Dealers in Flour and Feed, for a Sample Sack

e

one, feel It, smell It; smoke It, ac4
you won't blame us for calling
the
White Lily a "perfection" cigar. Mr
cents each; 2 the box of fifty.

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR IT
Phne

Couldn't 'be otfcerwtae,

it is always made from the same
prude of tobacco grown in the same
fields. And the making!
s
Look

OFF FOR ROSWELL

e

WAGON

they left on so abruptly yesterday,
arguing their respective points. Judge
Craig reserved his decision, which In
itself was a great stroke of diplomacy,
until this afternoon at 2 o'clock, when
he found in favor of the defendant,
thus making Round 3, In the now
famous fight, the final round, the
honors of which went to Ackerman,
attorney for the defendant.

AP-

At a late hour yesterday afternoon
Governor Hagerman, acting in the
matter of the charges preferred
against S. R. Hendren, Pablo Medina
and T. A. Wayne, county commissioners of Quay county, in which the
above named were charged with incompetency, partiality, misconduct in
office and corruption, found that the
first two named, were guilty as
charged, and that the last named,
T. A. Wayne, was not guilty of any official actions calling for his removal,
and the governor immediately vacated
the commissions of Hendren and Medina, to take effect at once, appointing
In their places I. C. Barnes and
o
Martinez.
After the charges, which had been
filed against the commissioners by a
number of Quay county residents, had
been filed, Governor Hagerman notiHALLINA MORGAN BEfied the parties to be present before
FORE THE CAMERA him May 16 and answer
to the
charges. Hendren and Medina failed
to
appear
Wayne
but
did and conThe I)ener News, which came In
on the flyer today, contains a cut of vinced the governor that in his case
pacer, the charges were not well founded.
Joe Burnett's crack
llalli na Morgan, with tthe following
TOO LATE TO CLARIFY
Khort comment:
"The sensational
ipacer, Hallina Morgan, now
l'lng prepared at Overland park for' WANTED Twenty-fivmen for Colorado. Abraham's Employment ofthe pacing events on the program of
fice, 120 West Silver avenue.
the meeting which opens Saturday,!
June 16."
A good w hite camp cook.
WAITED
Albuquerque
horse
This is tho
Abraham's Employment office, 120
4hat broke the Missouri sta;e record
West Sliver avenue.
pacers last year.
for
Foil RENT Cottage flats of two to
four rooms, nicely furnished for
SHAMPOOING AND MASSAGE.
housekeeping, $10 and $12. Very
cheap for the summer, or will board
Shampooing and facial massage;
by tiie week or month very reasonwill give treatment at home or at of- able. Mrs. E. K. N)rris. 524 Ji4in
lice. Room 19, F.lite hotel. Mrs. M.
street,
F. Breen.
end of viaduct.
DELIVERY

ithen took up Che case where

.

;

-

Sr

Prices reasonable. Termaneatly located
114 liallroaj avenue.
C. H. CARNES, 0. D.
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FIRST BAD ONE

A HARD HIT

SHOWS
ANALYZED.
THE
THAT THE PRESIDENT HAS SOME RIGHT AND 80ME WRONG
HOW HE LOST CONFIDENCE IN BAILEY'S HOPE
ON HIS SIDE
THE SADDEST THING IN THE CONTROVERSY IS
OF VICTORY
ROOSEVELT'S LOSS OF THE SJPPORT OF THE UNVENAL
DEMOCRATIC

CHARGE

FAITH.

OF BAD

erratic votes
ing.

would not be forthcom-

and Ihe cream has spoiled.
Too bad but jus! go over to
of
llie grocer and buy a can

obtainable. She knows that where
system Is, there Is a saving of
time and labor. This means that
things will run along smoothly.
A tank account Is a systematic
way of keeping a record of all re
ceipts and expenditures.
The
management of a household wlio
keeps a checking account at the
tank is able to tell where every
cent goes and for what purpose.
The checks that go for obligations
are returned by the bank to the
party issuing them. They are a
complete record and each check
Is a receipt for the amount paid.
A small amount a sum large
enough to cover the amount of
your checks is all that Is necessary to start an account with ua.

Carnation
Cream

The facts seem to be that Bailey
was dealing fairly, and that Roosevelt
permitted his prejudices to be worked
upon. It is also qute possible that the
(Slxrilittxl)
democratic strength was in fact less
and evaporated proALBUQUERQUE,
sterilized
the
NEW MEXICO.
than Dalley believed.
were
You
the
democratic
allies
of
and
that
the
contented
That
sought
cow.
democrats
duct
ly
the
Gardner,
By Gilaon
contreated unfairly must be set down to
can use it the same a fresh cream,
Staff Correspondence:
ferences were no more significant, the president's occasional lack of
and by adding two parts water,
The
19.
May
D.
C,
Washington,
and no more binding than numerous proper consideration for 'the niceties
you have milk.
Tillman charge that President Roose- other conferences which were con of feeling and propriety.
It gives better results in cooling
of
said
same
be
also
muBt
The
being
held.
tinuously
the
in
democrat
velt betrayed the
by the presirejoinder
hasty
following
it is so extremely rich in
is
denunciation
because
the
which
To
the
rate bill matter is becoming a hotter made by the president's critics:
dent of William K. Chandler, whose
butter-fa- t
Washington
every
hour.
no
sensation
If, as claimed, the Hepburn bill was personal character Is in need of
Cream of Asparagus Soup
always satisfactory, why did the pres defense and who was serving the
talks of nothing else.
motives
from
public
years
president
the
a
and
of
restricted
issue
seven
In
raise
KlLTO
ident
the
time
For the first
,,i ui. t t.,t.
call the Icai Intopostoil than thane of nnv other A..
the president appears to lack public court review? Why did heHouse,
'
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
at preson Involved in the controversy. ..ZZTZZ
conference at the White
approval.
botl up; mM th
nil flour; rub tmfwxh; HfW the
the president butter
in. dl uuu
Mil nJ pWi ttl
Not since he has leen in the White which time the "Ixmg amendment Senator Iodge tricked
MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW
xwnuictll
Crockery. Stoves and Ranges.
of temper.
House has he been so bitterly at- was drafted? Why did he for no less into this flashimplied
the
charge,
that
the
As
to
that
the
callers
all
days
I
tell
ten
than
defenders.
few
OOCOCOCXDOCOCOOOCXDOCOOOCO
tacked with so
Steel Ranges.
put to work and the mining activity
To the impartial observer there Is "thing to do now was to kill the broad alliance was sought by the democrats,
entirely
IxMng
Jas.
not
is
Is
revived.
Roosevelt
Cook's
Poak
at
wrong
President
amendment?"
both
on
TIME
review
court
some
SCREEN
some right and
Why did he talk with approval of disingenuous. The writer knows the Martin haa charge tf t'ae development
Even the president's friends
Ides.
la here. Door and Window
plan" of whole history of the Initiation of the work.
admit his lack of discretion. Some the "imnounding or escrow
screens made to order.
117 Gold Avenue
permust
his
suggest
confess
negotiations
and
that
did
he
They
Why
Spooner?
apologists say he was mislead.
MILL
PLANING
ALBUQUERQUE
from
initiative
shipments
Judgment
senators
the
spring
cattle
that
republican
sonal
The
eminent
admit he was tactless, but deny that certain
this point have been at a standstill
were attempting to nullify the entire came from the White House.
he deceived.
friends consider for several days. Buyers are still In aKXXXOCOCOCXXXXXDCOCOCOOCO
The president's
review amendbill
with court
Here are the Issues concisely:
phase of it lie field, but stockmen continue to
Tillman and Bailey, corroborated by ments? Why did ho not discover that the most unfortunate
sooner that the naked Hepburn bill the whole affair is the fact that a hold owt for high prices, consequently
Chandler, charge:
INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT- ERoosevelt gives a narrow court review? What golden opportunity has been lost for the buyers are slow in closing deals.
First That President
HepNOTARY PUBLIC.
called
the
might
be
some
localities
In
of
what
Good
showers
creation
the
the
to
that
declare
surrendered to the railway senators right has he
amendment a "Roosevelt party" In the United past few days have Improved the al- Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
la accepting the Hepburn bill with the burn bill with the Allisonreview,
Automatic Telephone. 174.
when States senate. As things were going. ready fine condition of the range, and
i
"Allison amendment as to court re cives a narrow court
practically all the railway lawyers of President Roosevelt was In a fair way cattle are In the best shape known
view.
Second That the surrender was the senate are unanimous that it to secure the continuous support of for twenty yvara in this section
unnecessary, and was made at the gives a broad review, and practically the unvenal element In the senate.
You should plan to take that trip to California. You will enjoy the
Now he has repudiated these helplawyers for once
A man from Oklahoma City. Okla.,
all the
moment when victory was assured.
change. Visit the Grand Canyon and
Petrified Forest.
Liberal
College.
Business
Albuquerque
opdepartment
charged
large
with
a
the
stands
to
Is
ers.
aoon
He
Roosevelt agree with them?
oien
Thfrd That President
limit and stopovers.
OPENS
store in Deming. He was here a few
So much for the rejoinder of the posite of the square deal.
went over to the enemy without noR
AND
LOS
ANGELES
TURN
$36
Monday, June 4, 1906.
The days ago and .eased a building In
Now for an ImWhat is the consequence?
tice to his democratic allies who had president's crtics.on one
SAN DIEGO AND RETURN
$36
or two other United States senate swings back in which no open the store, but expects Shorthand, Typewriting Bookkeeping,
partial opinion
made victory possible.
SAN FRANCISCO AND RETURN
$45
Graded and High School Branches
one tracic rebound to the control or to erect a largo buiwing as soon as
was points Involved:
Fourth That the treachery
For other rates and full particulars, call at ticket office. Tick-o- n
$10.00 for ten weeks.
Ihw can. close a deal for a suitable lo- As to Tillman's claim that victory the corruntlonlsta.
less excusable since he had himself
every
Tuesday,
Thursday
sale
and Saturday, during May, June,
Geo. S. Ramsey
Tho president may count always on cation. He will return to Deming In Mrs. R. O. Stoll,
was practically assured when PresiBought the alliance.
July, August and September.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
Manager
Proprietress
hostility of the & short time and begin preliminary
To these charges the president dent Roosevelt "went over to the rail- the hate and Becret
410 West Railroad Ave.
way crowd;" there is reason to believe men of his own party, who are under work for the opening of the
TO
has replied:
of the railways and the store.
Now Is the time to take tnat trip back home. Take advantFirst That he had not surrender that there was room for an honest the control
trusts. The other element now will
age of the low rates to the east. Tickets on sfcle at special reduced
difference of opinion here.
ed In accepting the Allison amendChicago
of
the
Edward T. Hannan,
Ballev was. in fact, confident of refuse to be used as a club to drive
rates for the round trip, from June 1 to September 30.
ment, but has. in fact, gained a great
Tribune, is In Deming a few days. He
enough votes to pass the compromise the venal ones into line,
CHICAGO AND RETURN
$55.35
and substantial victory.
and
Brogan,
The president faces a solid front of Is accompanied by W. F.
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$47.85
Second That he did not break off set forth In the "Moody memoranfrom
trip
they are making an overland
negotiations with the democratic allies dum," but it has since been learned hostility In the senate,
On the following dates the Santa Fe will sell excursion tickets
men
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hap- - Santa Fe to Old Mexico.
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saddest
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trouble
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to the principal points In Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
some democrats who have grown pened lu the Roosevelt administra- - were formerly connected with the
.Mnr. Tina nnt nossible on the basis and
Missouri, Nebraska. North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin and
department of the Santa
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Hon.
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Inclusive, and July
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team of
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a
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believe
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latter
alliance
Fourth That the
find rates to a few of the principal pointshorses, a light mountain wagon and
CHICAGO AND RETURN
$51.50
camoine outfit. They were thirteen
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$46.50
days making the trip from Santa Fe
BUSY TIMES AT DEMING
MEMPHIS, TENN., AND RETURN
$48.65
to Deming.
KANSAS CITY AND RETURN
$39.00
Return limit of all tickets, October 31.
T. E. PURDY, Agt.
V T? Wendell, who was called to
MOVEMENTS
OF THE PEOPLE,
serious
AND OTHER ITEMS INDICATE T.OH Aneeles on account of the to the
Illness of his wife, returned
GOOD TIMES IN LUNA COUNTY city this morning on the No. 2 pas
Large. Mry Rooms. Prices Very Rea
senger train. He left Mrs. Wendell
Special Correspondence.
sonable.
her
still sick and In the hospital, but
MRS. OWEN DINSDALE,
Major James R, Waddill has re nttendlne nhvsiclan thinks that she
Proprietor.
turned from HlUs'bora where he has win fnliv recover her health In
been attending court.
was at Los
short time. Mr. Wendell
nn Anrll 1 8. when the Blight
Mr. and Mrs. J. Hanks, who havej-w- v.
f earthnuake disturbed the
resided in Deming for several months,
no damage was done,
and Real Estate
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McWade's
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For Sale.
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number
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At one time. It Is charged, McWade
Deming, N. M., May 17. Mrs. S. D.
pros- Washington, D. C, May 19. What became
FOR SALE General
merchandls
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to
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be
and real estate, cheap for cash.
reads like a melodrama
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f
one-halFOR SALE Ranches,
mile
in a report on our American consuls, persons of both sexes.
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happiness
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secret
much
bring
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out
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not
of
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recently
could
suitable for aristocratic country
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or the State Department. The leader frori the consular service some time
Mrs. J. N. Upton has returned from Mrs. Lucia Wilke. of Caroline,
homes and for truck or general
at Washington San Antonio, Texas, where she had as did one 25c box of Bucklen's Ar
of the democratic minority in con- ago. He has turned up unpleasant
farming; plenty of well water to be
for been visiting relatives for several nica Salve, when it completely cured
gress Insisted on having It. Now John where he has made It
had at from ten to forty feet.
H. H. D. Pierce, third assistant secre weeks.
running sore on her leg, which had FIFTEEN-ACRa
Sharp Williams Is Insisting on
ranch, about three
tary of state, by charging that he so
tortured her 23 long years. Greatest
Una from
Shortest and quick
miles from Albuquerque;
fed by
Rev. W. H. Dii Bose, formerly of antiseptic healer of Piles, Wounds,
The plot Is laid In Canton, China. liclted the gift of a tiger rug from him
Denver,
to
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Fa
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best
Canton.
M.
McWade,
at
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Albuquerque, now pastor of the Pres and Sores. 25c at all
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anything;
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rado
Colorado
all
o
and
persepoint.
general.
The
byterian church, has returned from
former consul
the valley.
Sore Nipples.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
RAISING EGGS AND
City.
Silver
cuted hero la Charles E. Richardson,
of cottonwood trees for
A cure may he effected by applying
POULTRY AT FAYWOOD. THOUSANDS
American merchant at Canton, ruined,
all line east and west Tim a quisle
transplanting.
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different
It
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formiling hero Is Russell Colegrove, who with a soft cloth before allowing the man of San Angelo, Texas, is here manager of the Faywood hotel, FayWill sell cheap on monthly payment
looking fcr a location, and expects wood hot snringd. Is becoming an en
erly vice consul at Canton, but
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
plan.
resigned because the consulate was In child to nurse. Many trained nurses to make his ihome in this section.
thuslastic poultry raiser. She raised
use this salve with the best results
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
an
such bad odor.
800 chickens last year and
over
Special Record Breaking Offer.
Figuring in the case are Chinese Price 25 cents per box. Sold by all
A party of capitalists will soon be- eauallv Iarce numler this year. The TWO LOTS, one big store witn full
CARS.
soldiers, guards, a prison, chains, druggists.
gin drilling for artesian water a few hot water from the springs Is utilgeneral
two
merchandise;
stock
of
o
asOn all through train. No tlrom
Jailors, a Spaniard, Da Sllva, who
miles southeast of town. New ma- ized to furnish, heat for the incu
extra rooms In store; large baclt
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chinery has "been ordered, and laa soon lators, and is ideal In Ihls Tespect, in
sists McWade, and afterwards embez- BIG RANCH DEALMADE
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and
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as It arrives work will te started.
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that
adjoining
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room
house
the
A deal has been consummated by
confesses.
teinoeiature. which Is such a neces
Will sell "dirt cheap" for cash.
For Illustrated advert 11 nf matter
This ex'ract from a sworn state- which E. E. Burdlck of Deming has
The May term of the Luna county sary essential In Incubating eggs
Prices and other Information de
or Information, addr
or apply t
ment by Russell Colegrove, strikes the purchased the ranch and cattle from district court will convene in this Hen egss. turkey eggs, ducK. geese
sired made known on appl'catlon in
i
keynote of a story that fills 265 closely Joseph Taylor, situated sixteen miles city on the 21st There Is a great and guinea eggs all yield to the bv
owner.
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to
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south ot Deming. The consideration deal ci conjecture among the saloon gulling influence of the spring's waiter
G.
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HOOPER,
Denver, Colo.
S.
genIs private, although It Is known to men of tho town as to what action and the incubators are kept filled
"On one occasion, the consul
wal. Robert McWade, called me Into amount to several thousand dollars. will !e taken regarding the Sunday with th's motlev assortment of fowl's
A. S. BARNEY,
P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.
his urlvate office In the consulate - Mr. Burdlck has been a successful closing law.
eggs. An average of 1,000 eggs a week
923
So.
St.
Second
building at Canton, while I was act- cattleman for many years, owning
cnicKen
ga'hered
fcom this Ideal
are
tne as marshal of the consulate, and, several large ranches. Mr. Taylor has James Phillips was badly Injured by farm, and what Is left after supply
New Alexico
on going Into the consul general's been engaged In the cattle businness a horse the other day. The animal ing the hotel tables is snipped to Fort Albuquerque,
office, I found seated there a China- In the Deming vicinity for many years. reared up. throwing Phillips to tiie Bayard, Silver City and Deming. The PROPOSALS FOR THE PURCHASE
man by the name of Yan Sic Chang, He will remain about a month settling ground, and tramping upon him about place is an ideal one ior raisins
OF CITY BUILDING BONDS.
who Is the Chinese official in charge up his business, after which he will the head and face, inflicting very se- poultry, .there being plenty or s'naae,
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of the Shameen guards. Mr. Da Silvl go to Mexlcj to locate and engage in rious injuries, although the wrounds gT.ss. bud bugs, an-- , me iowis uuivu
Sealed bids endorsed "Bid fcr City
are not considered dangerous1.
acted as Interpreter on this occasion, the business of ra's'ng hogs.
Building Bonds" and addressed to the
accordingly.
and my instructions given me at that
"City Clerk, Albuquerque, N. M
Impure blood runs you down
J. A. Mahonev and A. J. Clark have
Slvvester B. Garcia, agent for cjm- - will be received at the office of the
tlibe by the consul general, Robert
work on nieto storv of San Francisco earth- - city clerk of Albuquerque, N. M., unMcWade, were that if Charles E. makes you an easy victim for organic commenced development
Richardson came within the Jurisdic- - diseases. Burdock's Blood Bitters tlheir mining properties in the Cook's quake and fire. Leave orders at Brlggs' til 12 o'clock, noon, June 4, 1906, for
tion of the Canton United States con- purifies tho blood cures the cause-bu- ilds Peak district, six miles north of Dem-- drug store, corner of First street and an Issue of thirty thousand ($30,000)
you up.
ing. A large force of men has been Cold avenue.
euljie I should immediately send for
dollars of city building londs of the
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louie, Chicago,
this Chineso official Yan Sic cnang,
city of Albuquerque, N. M. A certi
and all points North and East by the
who thereupon was instructed to bring
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of the World.
Jail, that he was to have damned lit- j
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the EI Paso & Southwestern,
tie ci that.
and Chicago, Kock Island & Pacific Hallways. At Kennedy and Santa
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Fe, N. M., with the Atchiaon. Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
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Palace Touring Car, Model S. is chaiiikss
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
PROPRIETOR.
Hong Kong before the collector of
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
in. wheel base, 4 vertical water-coole- d
cylinders, weighs lilJOt) lbs., price
customs for Manila, regarding moneys
upMv merchant tailoring shop is
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railworkmanship, power and
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rvici-hills-

flrst-claw-

tn-mc-

Fe Central Railway System

SATURDAY, MAY

ALBUQUERQUE

19, 1906.

SPEC

Texlco. Tim capital stock of the
company In $15,000. divided Into 150
shares of the par value of flflo each.
The sum of $15,000 lias been paid
Into the treasury.
The principal office is fixed at. Hilda and Charles H.
Sims is named as agent. The term
of existence la fifty years and the
company is Incorporated for tne purpose of doing a general banking business.
The Wyoming Commercial Company.
The
are H. S. Ple-arE. F. Alger and Frank McKeo.
The capital stock of the company is
$50,000, divided into BOO shares,
of
tbe pur value of f HK each. The fum
of $2.ono has been paid into the treasury. The principal office la fixed at
Albuquerque- - and H. S. Plcard is
named as a?ent. Tho term of existence is fifty year and the company
Is)
inoorirated for the purpose of do- Ing a real estate and a wholesale and
retail merchandise business.

I

Just Like Finding: It
If yon found a silver dollar lying on the street
would you hesitate long before ricking It tip? I
1h!nk not. If you had an opportunity to save n clean
silver dollar In purchasing a piece of furniture for
room would you take advantage of it? I think

ay

yta.

That's Just wbat we ore offering With any price
of furniture sold at this store I mill save you at least
a clean silver dollar.

J, D. EMMONS the FURNITURE MAN
I

BOTH I'HONES,
CORNER COAL AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND

STREET

iranauHMnoa
TKiS CHANCE

TO

PAGE SEVEN.

DO YOU CARRY FIRE INSURANCE? Of course you do. Will
your company pay for a partial loss? Certainly yvu would not be
foolish enough to Insure In a company which did not.
DO YOU CARRY LIFE INSURANCE? Yes, loaded with It. Will
your company pay for partial loss on your life? No, you tvever
thought of that!

Pacific Mutual Life Insurance

Out of Our

Pocket

Into Yours

Go,

a4

Our Top Bngglea
Runabouts mast mmr
We need th floor
space for another cm.
It's a time to help
yourself by helDln ml

OF CALIFORNIA

Will Protect Yoti From Partial Loss
POL".

COMPARE THIS WITH YOUR

RUNABOUTS, were $55.00 to $125.00: now
t4nn urtom
TOP BUGGIES, wers $65.00 to $140.00; now
$52.60 to $123X0
We are also quoting very low prices on Surreys, Stanhopes,
Buckboards, Spring Wagons, etc Out of town business solicited.
rite for catalogue and prices

$10,000 policy provides: Weekly sick bet. fit, $30; weekly
accident benefit, $30; If Injured on public conveyance, $100 per
week; for total disability, $10,000, In ten annual installments; In
case of death, $10,000; cash, or pa-- up insurance at maturity. DiviA

i

dends paid annually.
Annual Cost per $1,000, at the age of 30 years
For further information, call on or address,

Not If at Rich at Rockefeller.
If you had all the wealth of Rockefeller, the Standard OH magnate, you
could not buy a letter medicine for
bowel complaints than Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.

SE-

EVENING CITIZEN.

Ccn-cord-

s,

Albuquerque
Carriage
Co
Corner Flrtt and
Road.
Tijera

$27.00

F. B. SCHWENTKER, Manager

For New Mexico and Northern Arizona.
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
The most eminent physician can not
Room No. l, N. T. Armljo Building.
prescribe a better preparation
Auto. Phone 730
for
CURE BARGAINS IN
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
colic and diarrhoea, 1oih for children
A ri'
f
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars; Ihaftlaga,
end adults. The unifor msuccess of
Pulleys,
Grade
Bart,
Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Frost f
this remedy has shown It to be suW. L. THIMBU: & CO.
Buildings.
HARNESS
perior to all others. It never falls, FIND THE CHICKER1NG STORE
Ropmlr on Mining and Mill Maehlnory m mpoclmlty
and when reduced with water and
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSSADDLES
Foundry east side of railroad track.
sweetened, it Is pleasant to take.
Albaqaerase, m. u.
you
go, you will find the
Wherever
FER
STABLES.
Every family nhould be supplied with piano store
Chicker-in- g Horses
represents
BRIDLES
that
Bought
Mules
Exand
and
it. Sold by all druggists.
& Sons to be the best place to
changed.
LAP ROBES
look for pianos of less expensive BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CUTY
CARLSBAD HAS A
grade.
Second Street, between Railroad and
AND ETC.
The name Chickerlng is in itself
Copper Avenue.
M
TROOP OF CAVALRY almost a guarantee of that store's
methods. You may safely depend upon
4
ELITE CAFE
We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
its advice as to the other maRes it
General Boilding Supplies
CAPTAIN
BUJAS
FORMS
THE
handles.
In
Mexico
New
and It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.
the
ChickCOMMAND, AND IT IS NAMED erlng
GOOD
TABLE BOARD, $4 A
is represented solely by
FOR THE GOVERNOR.
WEEK. AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
CO.
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO
Both Phones
Tne meeting called two weeks ago
Third and Marquette.
Why take a dozen things to cure
by Captain E. P. Bujas, for he orKennedy's
Laxative
ganization of a cowtioy cavalry troop hat cough?
Honey and Tar allays allays the conThe trial court awarded Alugg & Dry-d- en at Carlsbad, resulted in an argoniza-tlo- gestion, stops that tickling, drive
STEAM
CARPET
the
CLEAN flG
with
sixty
enmembers,
all
those
damages in the amount named rolling being young
cold out throngh your bowels. Sold
men
were
who
1
THORNTON
ON
ho
Clotr.tr
and its decision was upheld by the born
in tho saddle. Buja was elected by J. H. O'Rielly &o Co.
Cleans everything.
He is the S
aourt of civil appeals, whereupon the captain
Mowers, Rakes, Wheal Binders,
and Bernle Mullane first
Moving, packFurniture Man.
railroad company carried the case to
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
The lieutenant will be elected
ing and shipping, unpacking and
Floyd Donovan, a. machinist at the the supreme court on a writ
error. May .26.
of
Hay Presses & Farm Machinery
setting up, and is no upstart at
Albuquerque foundry, returned to tie
(Homestead Entry No. C293.)
Justice Wihite, who handed down
A committee was appointed,
con- Department of
city this morning from Silver-bellthe business. There Is no other
ofthe opinion of the hlehest court, de sisting
the
Interior.
Land
ct Captain Bujas, Billlo Kerr fice at Santa Fe. N. M., April 26,
Ariz., where he has been working for nied the plea of negligence made by
Just Thornton. Both 'Phones.
.
&
Bernle Mullane, to provide a
737 South Walter Street.
1906.
the past six weeks.
the defendant in error,' and sustained ' and
nam
troop. The committee
V..
ALBUQUERQUE,
"
N. M.
th contention f
Notice is hereby given that the fol' ";lhR8 decided to name the troop The lowing
The San Bernardino Sun says: could not charge less
nonamed
has
filed
settler
"Polly" Auld is again shuffling trucks prescribed by the interstate com- H. J. Hagerman Dragoons." in honor tice of his Intention to make final
of the greatest promoter, developer proof in supports of his claim, and
for the Weils Fargo express at the merce commission.
and benefactor the Pecos valley has that said proof will he made before PAINTS, OILS,
3iuta Fe depot, having disposed of
VARNISHES' AND
ever had. the present governor cf the the United States Court Commissioner
Stomach Troubles.
his whiskers and olher evidences of
BRUSHES.
Mrs. Sue Martin, an old and highly territory.
his campaign with Company K.
at Albnqnerqne, New Mexico, on June
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Iiap
Captain Etlenne Pellislere de Bu-J- a 6, 1906, viz.: Jesus
respected resident of Faisonla, Miss.,
Garcia y Lopez, of Dusters. Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Pal
h.
1
K. B. Holeman has resigned his po- was eick with stomoch trouble for
the troop commandant, was an Carpenter, Bernalillo county, New
III I III
Roof Paint; lasts five years and
sition as baggagemaster for the El more than 6ix months.
war, Mexico, for the west half of the south- - metto
Chamber-Iain'- s omcer in me
stops
leaks.
paid
Caen
Hides
and
for
Paso & Southwestern at Douglas, and
Stomach and IJver Thioin having raised a company in Houston. west quarter of section 12, township
Pelts.
will lieconie stenographer
for t he cured her. She says:
"I can nowTexas which orved with the Texas io norm, range 5 east,
408 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.
Transvaal Copper company at Cum-Ja- eat anytnmg I want and am the "nniunes, anerwarda saw two years'
He names the following witnesses
proudest woman in the world to find
service in the Philippines, in to prove his continuous residence
Sonora.
THIRD STREET
twenty-thirsuch a good
infantry.
WE FILL
He is a! upon and cultivation oof said land,
For sale by
Engine No. 1643, of the balanced all druggists. medicine."
native of the Pelican atute, and is of viz.:
Samples free.
compound type, came in as dead
pure French extraction.
o
I'lnnrtrn immiiin
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
r
freight on a local arriving from the
Olguln
Francisco
'203 WEST RAILROAD AVEMORE
Harlo
Gutierrez,
and
COMPANIES
Death from Appendicitis
east this morning. It will be placed
All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
At Consistent
New Mexico.
NUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
in commission on the Winslow diaefr(aSe ln tne 8ame ra,l that the all of Carpetner,
Sausage
Steam
Factory.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
ULC I nCIK rArtK3jUe of Dr. Kings New Life Pills in- vision as soon as her joints are oiled
COMMERCE.
o
Prices
Register.
up at fhe local shops.
.creases. They save you from danger
EMIL KLEINWORT.
WITH TERRITORIAL SECRETARY1 an1 brln8 Quick and painless release
Not a thing harmful In One Minute Masonic Building, North Third Street.
R. Penosa, a native employed on the
KAYNOLDS,
TO DO BUSINESS rrom constipation and the ills grow Cough. Cure, but it relieves a cough
sXXXXXXXXXXOCCOCXXXXXXXXXXii
Santa Fe "rip" track at San Bernar-dir-ing
IN NEW MEXICO.
cut of it. Strength and vigor al quickly, cuts the phlegm. Healing
was seriously injured by a heavy
ways follow their use. Guaranteed and soothing.
by
O'Rielly
H.
Sold
Wootton & Myer,
J.
The following articleh of incorpora- by all druggists. 25c. Try them.
weight falling upon him, crushing one
THE CELEBRATED
& Co.
of hi legs in a frightful manner. He tion have Jieen filed in the office of
was removed to the company hospital Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
in Los Angeles. It is possible the leg
The Donna Cora Mining Company,
If you think that a windThe incorporators are Charles W.
will have to be amputated to save the
will not furnish you
mill
Whiskies
Finest
Paget
man's life.
and Edwin L. Scott, of New
with water, take a look
York, and Roy Dorothy, of Pierre, N.
AND RENTALS
at my residence, at 512
C. K. .Clarke, former resident en- I). The capital stock of ith
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
South B nod way, and also
gineer for the Southern Pacific at Is $1,000,000. divided into
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
Ranches and Farms
the two houses at the corTucson, who resigned to accept the shares cf the par value of 1.000.000
$1 each,
Coal avenue and
ner
of
position as constructing engineer for The sum of $775,000 has been paid'
SAMPLE AND
' Arnold etreet.
They are
Bottled in Bond.
the Western Pacific, has left with his uho uie ireasury. Tfce principal of-- i
2
West Railroad Avenae
Correspondence SollcltsoV
CLUB ROOMS
all supplied by a
family for a tour of California and nee is nxed at Kent, and Girard W.
123 S. Third St.,
mill, pumping the water
Oregon. He will locate at some point Kent, of that city has been named
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. hi.
8eventy-fi.
feet.
m mmumra auu iii,ii?iu upuu u agent. me term of
vlaf Pn
I.
ooooooooc
duties with the Gould transcontinental twenty years and the company is In-u
jmc iii o oiiui i uiur.
nni-iuc:rnora.re(i Tor
, .
Distillers.
DO
....f ..o
YOU WEAR
BIFOCULS?
&
ing on & general mining business. J
FRANKFORT, KY.
It is reported that the Santa Fe
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT
The
Rotwell
Gas
Company.
Railway company has announced that
LOANS.
Incorporators are Arelius Pruit,
it will this month pay its employes H.The
I
Automatic phone 451.
S.
William S. Prayer,
If
so,
let
os
demonstrate
the
who suffered inv the San Francisco Lucius Farnaworth,
advantages
of
oar
MELINI
&
EAKIN
Room 10, N. T, Armljo Building.
K.
McGaffey,
Kirby
WoodS.
.disaster $60 to $150 in exctss of their
General Repair Shop.
Ceorge M. Slaughter, Jtobert H.
a solid lense with two fields.
Sole Agents.
regular salary, according to their sta ruff,
Furniture packed- and 'crated; gas 3
Kemp, Nathan Jaffa, W. T. Wells, R.
tions. It is further announced that H Baughman,
line and gas stovce repaired.
Albuquarquo, N. M.
Manofactared solely by the 6E88ER OPTICAL CO.
John F. Matheson. H.
those who lost time during the disas- R.
Next to Walton's drug store, Soutb
Autonnatlc Phono, 199.
Marrow,
Wendell
M.
Hoed,
Edter will receive compensation for that ward A. Cahoon and Andrew M. RobThird street.
5 West Gold Avenue.
time just the same. The company ertson, (,U of RoswelJL
TO DATE SIGNS
capital
The
has established a Harvey dining sta- stock- - of Hhe company Is
mmmammmaammaamataKamamaamam
di$10000,
tion for the employes of the railroad vided Into 1,000 shares of
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
the par
PIONEER BAKERY
In that country.
value of 1100 each. The sum of
W. Strong's Sons
0.
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
$2,400 (has been paid Into tha treas(Successor to Balling Bros.)
Firemen Shepard, Buwwn. MvCam-mon- , ury.
The principal office is fixed at
Gibson and Clark are a bwy of
STRONO BLOCK.
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
H. S. Farnsworth is
riRE
knights of the scoop on the Wiivslow RosweJl,
INSURANCE.
IN HONOR OF THE
division, who will be examined on named as agent. The term cf tlst-enc- e
Secretary Mutual Building
We desire patronage and we guaris fifty years and the company
Monday to see whether they are wortion. Office at 217 West Rallroa4
antee first class baking.
thy of handling the throttle. There Is la incorporated for the purpose of
avenue.
207 South First Street. Albuaueraue.
operating
sneh ta shortage of engineers on tlhe constructing,
and mainWJnslow division that it is almost Im taining gas, water and electric nlanis
A.
TOTI
OR API
possible for any of them to get a and carrying a. busines
M. DRAGOIE
.
Superintendents
The makinar of five new one sPcifled in their franchise.
Falrvlew
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
and
Dealer In
The
Elida
Savings
will probably relieve
Bank Company,
the siluationj
Grain and Fuel.
GRAND ELECTCIC PAGEANT WITH 15,000 SHBINERS IN LINE
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
I
The incorporators are James p.
some.
of Imported Wines, Liquors
Fine
Line
GORGEOUS FIOHAL PARADE
Stone, of Portales, Sharles H. Sim
DAY FIRE WORKS
MONUMENTS
ana cigars, riace your orders for
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, an
'r Hilda, Lewis T. Lester of Canyon
ALLEGED BOBBERS'
A WEEK OF STARTLING ENTERTAINMENT
this line with us.
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
N.
Second
Both
St.
Phones.
Texas,
C.
C. Marshall of "
and
TRIAL POSTPONED
300 North Broadway, corner of WaaaV
... . . ...
.
. .
)
u
iii.t-i:-I'D
i
h
kti
Chief Justice Mills sustained
the '
ington avenue, Albuquerque, N.
"
.
'
motion made br United States Assis
tant Attorney Medler Thursday, ask- Ing that the cane against the Black
boys and John Murphy, the alleged
lA)gan train robbers, be continued till
Will
the next term of court, owing to thej N
iS
I'm M ilBUn
7V -- S.a W Ilk.
absence through illriens of Butler, who,
while a prisoner in the Chickusha jail.
claims that Jim Black confessed the'
crime to him.
The defense offered to admit a'il the
evidence of Butler at the two former
trials. It Is generally believed at Las
Vegas that the United States, which
has twice failed, has not a strong
eunugh case to convict the men.
Though there is no disposition to
ff
dotiln the good faith of the prosecution in asking for postponement, there
U considerable regret in the comis
miles
munity that, the case could not have
Main Line
system-lead- ing
from Chicago,
gone on, as the nun have been in Jail
City,
'
MiFrancisco, Los Angeles, El
for thirteen months and the San
Old
Mexico
guel county Jail, while perhaps better
than the average, is not a fit place
to keep nu n for long terms.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
SCREEN DOORS

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE

FIGURE WITH US

n

NOTES

RAILROAD

eer-goan- t.

,

KORBER

CO.

7,;r.,

TIios. F. Keleher

inisin-America-

I

a""

it,

n

B. RUPPE

d

Meat Market

j

j

o,

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

The St. Elmo

Real Estate

0

12-fo-

v

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

A. D. JOHNSON

-

RANKIN

CO.

J. H. SHOEMAKER

Reform Dlfocul,

.

it

LA FIESTA DE

Jm

7

Lucero

IP

LAS FLORES

A. E. WALKER,

ad

Imperial Council of the Mystic Shrine

UNDERTAKERS

Los Angeles, May 21, J906
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Mil

Jl

The Ftitttre Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Located on the Belen

38:en

SI

Kansas

RATES.

MUST CHANGE

1

Even if 't

Is Found

That

Error

An

Was Made.

rec'iiCy reThe supreme cn.irt
manded the case (if the Texas i-- Pacific Railroad ronipuiy against Muss
& Drydeii, sent up from Weatherfurd,
'Hkcontroversy
Parker county.
arose over a shipment of coal from
Cane Hill, Ark., to Wea'li. rlord. Tex.,
The railroad agent quoit- - a r.tle of
$1.-per ton on the hipineti, but
5
after its nccept;ince it win f.iun.l that
tho rale pre.n riKel by the ini rs'ate
commerce oonimissiim w.is $J.".". The
difference, amounling to I'l" was collected. The consignees siie.i the r;ul-ro- d
t insj
company tor Hits s.iin.
forth that the lit :il was made on the
basis of the rate quoted by the a.uent
not
anil that, therefore, they
be compelled to pay the larger charge.
-

V

&

Santa

of the Santa Pe

Galveston and points east to San

re

EO
wool,

1.

4LL

M

,a,T

LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS

rl":

W,de' W'th beaUtlfUl

2

wfne

O, THE

bean, and

ha,

PUbI'C

150

in Central New Mexico.

Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city ln the near

SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL CO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN.

cu!t.v.t,o);no land cr

pml

We n6ed a

flrst-cla.- s

b.sery. tai.or

E

AST AND

shop, shoe house,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
ON EASY PAYMENTS;
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE
CHOICEST LOTS TO

WET,

hi

nifc,

rriiiii

B2LSGS3

tsEJssa'
BSuiimSaM

"'tfT

AND ,OUTM

.so, ,1a...
'

.

ojxLTrui,, secretary
xessssap- nzzzsor
wlvjzj
avx.

'nm.zjp' 'vaaanax "Erawsj1

NORTH

kot'

cannot be estimated

DEEDS.

fK

anmmi.nrfi

"ubll

Ur'
futur,

Jewel., plumbln.

The Belen Town and Improvement CosnDanv

JOHN BECKER, President

Railvsay

east and west

Paso and

The Bclcn Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
park ni rand ola ,hade tree
Inha'bntt ' LTLZTl 7 l"''
f ViiX? rtu'rcoM. ComciLTc'luTa2"'
oM
shippfng
bft"eIg d,U':
etc.
largest
CP"ltJ'
Belen
the
TUiKrut..
point for
nour. ,1,

--

t

of The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o-

ssA
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McKinley county towns. During the
SHEEP PASTURE
Mr. Stone mastered the strenunew
a
moving
Ocelian
ous ordeal of
The. undersigned will receive applipiano from Gallup overland to Black
for sheep pasturage on tract
Ilock. where tlu Instrument had been cations
1y Trlofllio Duran. a of 20,000 acres in east of Cebolleta
purchased
Grant, 32 miles west of Albuquerque.
wealthy slucp man.
L. B. PRINCE.
parvisit
with
her
a
pleasant
After
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
nun
Mur
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. Y. Walton,
north yesIF YOU WANT TO ENJOY A
Partly cloudy tonight and Sunday; Mrs. Ralph Hunt continued
.Mr. Hunt went up GOOD SUNDAY DINNER, PATRONprobably local showers In cast por terday mornlni?.
FIFTY-CENthe road with a train load of cattle. IZE THE REGULAR
tion of territory,
They will remain during the summer SUNDAY
DINNER AT ZEIGER'S
RESTAURANT TOMORROW.
months at Fountain, coio.
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
o
The New Mexican says: Mrs. R. K.
Whitcomb Springs Delightful lumFollowing Is the 4 o'clock report of Mound, of Albuquerque, and Miss Ed- pier
without becoming a friend of the store's.
Is now open to the pubIncoming passenKer trains:
na Poole, of .Monte Visto, Colo., ar- lic. resort,
Good
room;
good
everymeals,
rived from the former city and regisNo. 8, alx)iit 15 nil ntUs late.
Scores of
customers testify
clean and nice. Bring your
ered at the Palace. They left over thing
All other trains reported on time.
to
this.
come
families
and
out
us.
see
and
t!he Denver & Rio Grande railroad for
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson.
N. R. Stevens left on the flyer to- Miss Poole's home in Monte Vista.
The only reason we can give for this
day for the went.
T. E. Purdy, local agent for the ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
is that our shoes are either more comfortable
Attorney E. V. Chaves id In Santa
PRETTY AND SHAPELY. THEY ARE THE VERY THING TO
anta re, exitects to leave on lues- Machinery,
complete,
including
Fe on legal Imsiness.
or wear longer or look dressier (or all three) than
ay for Oklahoma City, Okla., for the bojler and engine, for
ADD THE FINISHING TOUCH TO YOUR SUMMER DRES3 OR SUIT.
roller
Prank Hatiser, a gardener of this puriKj.se of bringing his family to Al- - flour mill. Address, Martin Lolunan,
do the other fellow's.
WE HAVE THE PROPER STYLE FOR ANY OCCASION STREET,
city,
iiquerque to reside. Mrs. IHirdy and Las Cruces, N. M.
has gone to Santa Fe n busiDRESS OR HOUSE WEAR.
Okat
spent
the winter
hlldren have
ness.
We are willing to admit this much: We are after
IF YOU
WANT TO ENJOY A
Raymond Stamm, who has lecn a ahomi City, to avoid breaking into
business of every person in town who wants big
the
schooling
of the children.
GOOD SUNDAY DINNER, PATRONFOR MEN:
student nit: Cornell, arrived home to the
FIFTY-CENvalue
for his money, and to get this business we are
Colonel Sellers, of the Elks' trans IZE THE REGULAR
day for his vacation.
$3.00, $3.50, $4.00
PATENT COLT OXFORDS
AT
SUNDAY
DINNER
ZEIGER'S
to
portation
rates
secure
Zweiger.of
putting
committee
Just as much style and comfort and wear
John Becker and Ernest
$1.25, $2.25, $3.00, $3.50
VICI KID OXFORDS
has re- RESTAURANT TOMORROW.
the John Becker company, are spend- to the . Denver convention,
every pair of shoes as it is possible to put in
into
ceived notice of the following rates:
$2.25, $3.00, $3.50
VELOUR CALF OXFORDS, BLACK OR TAN
ing the day in the ckty.
TAXES ARE NOW DUE, AND
at the price.
Albuquerque and return, 118.85;
CANVAS OXFORD3, DARK GRAY
J. K. Hill, of Fort Madison, Iowa, From
$1.59
WILL BECOME DELINQUENT ON
return,
$20.10;
from
from
Belen
and
la visiting his daughter, Mrs. O. W.
1.
JUNE
PAY
MONTH.
THIS
and return, $21.90; from
DOUGLAS SHOES
Smith, at 521 East Railroad avenue. Sooorro
FOR WOMEN:
93 50
Magdalena and San Marcial, $22.05.
PROSPECTIVEBUILDERS.
of
president
the August'Barthels
W. P. Johnson,
vice
Louis,
St.
of
$1.25, $1.50, $2.00, $2.25
CANVAS OXFORDS, WHITE OR GRAY
company,
returned
American dumber
Remember, Eureka la the only lime
president of the Las Vegas street
$1.50, $1.65, $2.00
DONGOLA OXFORDS, BLACK OR TAN
to the city last night from a business railway
sold here that will not pop, crack or
comany,
accomcity,
In
is
the
trip east.
$2.25, $2.50, $3.00
VICI KID OXFORDS, BLACK OR TAN
panied by Joseph Jordan, the Phllad- - blister in the wall. See that it is
J. G. Sutherland, agent for the Ar$2.50, $2.75, $3.50
PATENT KID OXFORDS
lphia cigar manufacturer.
When ap specified In your contract.
mour Packing company, returned last proached by the reporter, both genHAHN A CO.
T5h2
night, from a two weeks moat selling tlemen were profuse In announcing
TONIGHT1
TONIGHT1
through Arizona.
TONIGHT!
trip
that they were visiting Albuquerque
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
the on pleasure and nothing more.
E. M. Johnson, representing
ELEPHANT.
company, has returned
Music
Whitson
a
Ms
et
memento
As
of
residence
When purchased at F. F. Trotter' to the city from a prolonged business
the Alvarado, Manager Cheatham will
grocery store, are sure to bring the trip to Silver City.
carry away with him a silver match
A. J. Frank and his friend. Captain box, which is a present to him from
right flavor to all dishes Into which
Mysenburg, returned. to Algodones the "leU hops" of the big hotel. The
they enter. This Is because we al- this morning, after a short sight-sepresent, was tendered last night. The
ways procure the best manufactured. ing trip to the city.
bell boys refused to be out done hy
W. J. Cardwell returned to the city the office employes of the hotel, who
We find out first what brands are regave
Cheatham a gold headed
liable and personally guarantee them. last night from the Upper Rio Pecos ane onMr.Wednesday
THE STORE FOR STYLE, SERVICE AND SAVING
evening.
where he spent a lew days angling
Outing Agent Charles E. Dagenot.te,
for the festive trout.
service,
Dr. F. A. Jones, the mining engineer, of the Indian employment
left last night on a professional trip to left last night for the Colorado heetLincoln county. Dr. Jones will leave fields, taking with him some fortyfrom this vicinity, wuo
lht Indians
the railroad at White Oaks.
ill he put. tu work in the fields. The
at
merchant
general
TO MAKE THEM MOVE FAST WE HAVE PLACED ON SALE ALL
Tucker,
9.
J.
No. 118 and 120 South Second street Algodones, returned home this morn- Indians were all attired in khaki trouOF THE LATEST STYLE DOUBLE AND SINGLE BREASTED SACK
government,
sers,
by
rthe
furnished
ing, after transacting business with
SUITS, THAT SOLD AT REGULAR PRICE FROM $16.50 TO 122, AT
and coats of dark material, and at
local wholesale merchants.
quite a bit of attention at the
tracted
THE VERY LOW PRICE OF
agent
the
special
for
Hawley,
H. J.
T. Y. MAYNARD.
GEO. W. HICKOX.
company, depot.
Hartford Fire Insurance
Mrs. Philip Hartman, while out rid- wta3 in the city last night, and left on
ng yesterday afternoon with Mrs.
the flyer today for Gallrp.
Oarl Hoffman, suffered an accident
EVERY SUIT GUARANTEED. SEE BIG WINDOW DISPLAY.
Mrs. J. B. Maupin left this morning
that resulted in a number of bruises
for Lea Angeles, where she will Join and a hroken arm. The ladles were
Mr. Maupin, who Is traveling over the returning
a drive in the northstate of California for a soda water ern part offrom
the city and were cross
line
company.
ing an acequia on the North Fourth
Dr. J. E. Kraft, the well known den street road, when the horse shied,
EXTRA SPECIAL ATTRACTION IN OUR TRUNK, SUIT CASE AND
tlst. who was called to San Marcial overturning the huggy and throwing
BAG DEPARTMENT THIS WEEK. CALL AND INSPECT
the other evening on professional Mrs. Hartman to the ground with the
OUR LINJ3
duty, is expected to return to the city above results. Mrs. Hoffman was not
PRICES ALWAYS THE LOWEST.
BEFORE BUYING.
tomorrow morning.
Injured.
Max B. Fitch, general manager for
This morning, at 8 o'clock, at the
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
the Southwestern Lead and Coal com Sacred Heart of Jesus church, in
moun
SOUTH
oiMjratlng
8ECOND
nany.
8TREET.
ARCH
Cabello
In
FRONT.
THE
the
South Albuquerque, Prosperio Salazar
tains, central New Mexico, id regis and Miss Felicitas Cordova were unittered at the Alvarado.
ed In marriage, the ceremony being ?
by Rev. Tomassnislne.
Clarkson, the special performed
Grcsvenor
agent of the general land otllce, who priest. Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Luna, of
has been operating In the Roswell Los Lunas, stood up with the happy
neighborhood under strenuous clrcunv couple. The groom Is the son of Po
stances. Is resting up in tne terrr liceman J. R. Salazar, and holds a
position at the American
lucrative
torial capital.
plant. The best
E. Dana JohnBon, of the Morning Lumler company's
tor a wishes of a, host of friends accom
Jcxurnal (staff, left yesterday
come
six weeks' vacation amid the scenes pany the happy couple In their jour
hills ney through life.
of his childhood In the vine-cla- d
of West Virginia.
Tennis Oxfords with rubber soles
Miss Sarah Vail of Arkansas, who and canvas uppers, either white or
'
Is in the city the guest of Mrs. W. Y. black, for men, women and chth'rtn
Whlton. will be the guest of honor at 60c, GOc, 65c and 75c at C. May's hoe
CHERRY
a picnic iu Bear canyon to be given Store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
by a young society crowd
tomorrow
BEAUTY
IF YOU
WANT TO ENJOY A
Ramon SUva, who has been absent
from the city for some time past, on GOOD SUNDAY DINNER, PATRON
Barnett Building
J. H. O'RIELLY GO , Druggists
a visit to nis parents at ueien, ana IZE THE REGULAR FIFTY-CENthis SUNDAY DINNER AT ZEIGER'S
relatives in El Paso, returned
morning, much improved in appear RESTAURANT TOMORROW.
ance by his outing.
WANTED, STORAGE.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Kent, Mrs. E.
Your heating stoves stored for the
Spauldlng
U Medler and Miss Mary
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harsummer.
J. W. MASTERS,
leave this evening for California for
118 Gold Avenue.
the summer. The Kents expect to
Presses.
vesting Machinery. Birdsell
YOURS
FOR
THE
take a cottage at Ocean Park, near
TAKIN- GFREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
Los Angeles.
and Ammunition.
Winchester Rifles, Shot
Wat. King, who has held forth at EPHANT.
the White Elephant for nonn time,
THE REGULAR FIFTY-CENDIN
and who has many friends in sport NER
ing circles, left today on the limited RANT AT THE ZEIGER RESTAUFROM 12 TO 3
1,
North First Street
Soath First Street
train for Williams, Ariz., wnere he P. M. TOMORROW,
THE BEST IN THE CITY.
will remain indefinitely.
Rev. A. P. Morrison, the superinSCREEN TIME IS COMING.
tendent of English missions of the
screens, 7 cents per foot.
Window
Methodist Episcopal church, Is In the
A home made door, with trimmings.
city today from El Paso, and will
hold services tomorrow at the Lead for $1.25.
We are making window screens all
avenue Methodist church.
N. M.
together, and as strong as
mortised
M.
ForaC.
Marshal
States
United
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
Blaekhurn
morning
for
ker left this
screen door,
or
FIRST ESTABLISHED
that
Okla.. where Mrs. Foraker and cnu will outlast any door shipped in here
D.
Mr.
For
dren are visiting relatives.
s,
OPTICIAN IN
from the cast, together with
THE
aker exnects to return home In ten
$1.25.
for
family.
NEW MEXICO.
days, accompanied 'by his
we make the regular shop made
F. F. Trotter, the South Second screen doors that have always cost.
street grocer, who accompanied Mrs heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
Trotter and daughter to Los Angeles
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
RAILROAD AVE.
has returned, and reports having had
PLANING MILL CO.
a fine time. Mrs. Trotter and daugn
TONIGHT! TONIGHT!
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware. We Invite
ters will remain in southern Califor TONIGHT!
PRESIDENT OF
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
Glasses fitted for relief of poor
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
nia during the summer.
NEW MEXICO
nervous
and
vision, headache
Jay Stone, representing the musi ELEPHANT.
housci of Iearnard & Lindemann, re
Appointments
made at
strain.
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an extend
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turned
Vafan's drug store.
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THE TIME IS HERE
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Shoes here

Warm Weather Brings With It One Cool

-

Low Shoes

Comfort
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SIMON
STERH
Railroad Avenue Clothier

The Golden Rule Clothing Store

e

Men's Clothing for Spring and Summer

F. F. TROTTER

The
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Hickos - Maynard Co.

a
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THE SODA THIRST

T

SASH,

Wagons, Mead Hay
Guns

Doors, Glass, Paint and

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING
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MAIL. ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
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S. T. VANN, 0.
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Diamond

Eye Sight
Specialist

Palace
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THOUGHT

TAKE

TICKETS

SUITS
$12.50 to $30.00

R

AND

of fit and style, and you could not come in
here and go out as a purchaser unless the
Suit or Overcoat you bought fitted you to

make
our satisfaction. STEIN-BLOCour clothes and this assures the closest approach to fit and
American
tailors can effect. You had better try us
We can beat your tape-lin- e
artist every time.
H

style-perfecti-

on

Suits
$7.50 to $16

Two-Piec- e

BOUGHT, SOLO
EXCHANGED

R. R. Ave.

..ITELYOU..

the famous Seer,
Astrologer
and
Palmist is at 504
West
Railroad
avenue.
comer
of Fifth street,
Garcia building,
room No. 2. Call
and see him at
once.
Ho will

t''ll ciir principal oljjoct anon.
If
all him up m Auto-n.vi- r
' )iical,
101, and he will aiuswtr
;'
'11 your principal lj'it, for a
s
i
"f. over the wire. Ho gives
'irtidiis. And will read the pulille
u
Kuiate if you wish.
'H charge.
H. iV" yjur children
l'l!neiit d to
'a hut
they should follow, when
description
ih'.v
,t
hoiilil marry,
l"i ".i. business, lite and spirit. Walk
'ii:-tip
and be seated. Prof. Itelyou
i ml you in room 2.
Iliurs, daily
j in. to y t. t".
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OUR TAILORS KNOW HOW
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TRY ONE

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
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122

S. Second

'
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MctNTOSM HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST

Guaranteed

MB W.

Union Underwear

Suits
for Men
$1.25 to $3.00

'

'

Association Office
Transactions

ROSENFIELD'S,

1

403

trim-mine-

IVES, THE FLORIST.

West Gold

40

Albuquerque,

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

WE

til

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

First and Marquette,

ump&ny

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools.

and we were never
better able to entertain it. Treat
your throat at our fountain.
NEW
SISTERS
O'RIELLY'S SPECIAL
AMERICAN

It has

CEMENT,

.

TRUNKS, SUn CASES AND BAGS

Pickard's Hand
Fine new
Painted China just arrived.
We invite your inspection.

LUMBER,.-

the 5wf

WhaTtall

& COMPANY

HARDWARE Whr!Setal,

REFRIGERATORS
"
ICE CREAM

"nJfJi'iM

H

t,

FREEZERS
WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS
GALVANIZED
POULTRY, NETTING

'Kjll
Ufe
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!

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE
RUBBER HOSE

GARDENTOOLS
SPADES,

SHOVELS

RAS

h

GARDEN BARROWS

21 C West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

;
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